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Charges are pending against four 
peninsula youths in connection with 
a wild car smashing spree early 
Sunday morning at the Swartz Bay 
ferry terminal parking lot.
Sidney RCMP said by Tuesday 
morning 33 cars had been reported 
hit by vandals, and the number is 
expected to increase as ferry 
passengers return to pick up their 
cars this week. Total damage is 
estimated at more than $5,000.
Vandals spent about three hours in 
the ferry terminal’s .lower overnight 
parking lot smashing car windows, 
entering vehicles and rifling the 
contents, police said.
In some cases tape decks were 
removed and tools taken, while in 
another instance a vehicle was taken 
for a “joy ride’’ from one end of the 
parking area to the other.
Sidney RCMP were first tipped to 
the incident about 4:15 a.m. when a 
ferry employee noticed some youths 
going through cars in the lower lot.
Const. Doug Straiter responded 
and called for help from the Central 
Saanich police department. When 
Straiter ai'rived at the terminal he 
spotted a youth going through a car 
and gave chase, eventually ap­
prehending the youth.
Meanwhile, Central Saanich 
Const. Neil Lang apprehended a 
second youth in the employees’ 
parking area. Later that same 
morning two other suspects were 
apprehended at their peninsula 
residences.
Police said three of the youths are 
from Sidney, and the other from 
North Saanich. Two are 16-yetu's of 
" age, and two 17-yei^s old.
Straiter called the incident “totally 
ignorant malicious damage’’, while 
• RCMP Sgt. Bob Hobson said he 
doesn’t know why the youths did it.
Continued on Page 3
Is it too late
to halt
Hyclro:9
When Jaycee Santa ship called in at Sidney last week pur ho-ho-hd man took time off to
greetfesiderit with some affection. Tom Cronk Photo
You people are terrific!
Donations to Sidney Review/Sidney Lions Christmas fund are flooding in. Review editor
Peggie Rowand adds yet another gift to the pile.
Just a week ago, in spite of our 
appeal for funds and food for the 
needy in our community, we had just 
$30 in the kitty. But since then a 
miracle has happened. Suddenly, the 
.money began pouring in and that $30 
has jumped to more than $750 and is- 
still climbing.
With close-off dale set for 9 a.m. 
Monday (Dec. 22) we're hoping to 
top the $1,000 mark.
As well as donations of money, 
peninsula people have tlug deep into 
their purses ~ and their larders -- 
and brought in all kindsof food. The 
paper's editorialofficc is stacked high 
with tins of chicken, ham, 
homemade jams, pickles, chocolates, 
biscuits every kind of food .one 
can imagine, and much of it 
beautifully wrapped,
For anyone who wjshes to giv|: 
money, donations are tiix dcductibli. 
Remember, we're taking food and 
money up until Monday,
By CRANIA LITWIN 
Residents of Central Saanich want 
to tackle B.C. Hydro head-on in the 
dispute over where to locate high- 
voltage transmission lines.
But council members are indecisive 
about the tactics of such a blatant 
move against the giant.
In fact, at this stage in discussions 
vnth Hydro, any well-laid stratagems 
by council or citizens may turn out to 
be academic considering the power 
authority has already begun con­
struction of its new line.
A resident from the Highlands 
who was present at Monday night’s 
council meeting to describe her 
experiences with Hydro told residents 
that a line rupning through her 
property is currently being widened 
and enormous metal poles installed 
in preparation for the sweep down 
into Central Saanich.
With the hand of Hydro hanging 
so ominously near. Central Saanich 
council is divided on whether to risk 
losing everything by turning down 
the proposed and preferred Hydro 
route outright or whether to try and 
negotiate the best deal they can 
before the 110 foot scar sweeps 
through the municipality.
“Hydro is coming right novy,’’ 
said the Highland resident who 
added: “And there is nothing you 
can do to stop them.’’f 
But Central Saanich residents are 
adamant.
“We naustmress thejieed.^evjen at
this apparently late date, not to be
rushed by Hydro deadlines. We are 
the smallest municipality on the 
peninsula and the weakest link in the 
chain and yet the bulk of the power 
will benefit northern and southern 
municipalities,” said Vic Preto, 6393 
West Saanich.
“Is jt fair that the total aesthetic 
and financial burden be borne by us? 
To have an overhead route is like 
choosing between being shot, hanged 
or electrocuted,” he said.
Central Saanich has been told 
underground wiring will cost $5.5 
million.
Preto requested that Hydro take 
another look at all routes, “we may 
not be successful this time but maybe 
someone 10 years down the road will 
be.”
Long time local businessman 
Claude Butler told council “not to 
allow Hydro to rush into this thing 
until the urgency of the maticr is 
divulged and the pos.sibility of un­
derground wiring is thoroughly 
investigated for the sensitive areas.”
Central Saanich should not bear 
the cost of underground wiring 
because the whole peninsula is af­
fected by the tourist industry, he 
said.
Mayor Dave Hill responded that 
Hydro has been “fairly sensitive” to 
the wishes of council and residents so 
far.
“We’ve asked them for a detailed 
cost of underground wiring, for a 
detailed report on the Pat Bay High­
way route, for a report on possible 
routing across Saltspring,” he said, 
pointing out that Hydro and the 
municipality have been discussing the 
matter since May of 1979.
Hill told residents that council has 
no real power over Hydro what­
soever and can only hope to negotiate 
future modifications to the least 
damaging route to the most people.
“I’m completely in sympathy with 
the mayor and council,” said Butler, 
“You’re up against an insensitive 
giant, but we need support from 
influential people.”
Aid. George MacFarlane explained 
that council is up against a giant, 
against whom “we have absolutely 
no power,” but he cautioned against 
any rash moves to delay Hydro 
further.
To achieve the least harm to the ' 
municipality and its residents “we 
must work with Hydro” and modify 
its preferred route, he claimed.
. MacFarlane told the meeting that 
2,000 feet of the line could be strung 
across the municipal gravel pit 
thereby eliminating lines from at 
least five properties in the area.
Other stretches of the line could be 
moved a hundred feet to either side 
to produce the least damaging visual 
impact and require cutting of fewer 
' trees. '
Council is still awaiting a reply to a ; 
letter from the mayor sent to tlie 
provincial Premier asking for an 
outright grant to bury sensitive 
portions of the line, he said.
Council thrashed out motion after 
motion'Mohday night but failed to
'•
■ -V- !
Continued on Page 3
The Review edltoriar and ad­
vertising offices will be closed Dec. 
18 - 26 .so that staff can enjoy a long 
Christmas break —• generally a 
tradition among B.C. weekly 
community newspapers.
The general office, however, is 
open until Dec, 22 for donations of 
money and food to the Sidney 
Review/Sidney Lions Christmas 
Fund.
Next publication of the paper will 
be Dec. 31. Meanwhile, publisher 
John Manning joins with .staff in 
wishing cveiyonc a very merry 
Christmas and a happy New Year.
The editorial office will be open 
again from Dec. 27 and editorial or 
advertising copy for the Dec. 31 
edition may be brought in Saturday 
or Sunday (Dec, 28 and 29).
By RON NOUlWAN 
[Staff Writer!
A peninsula landmark, and one of 
the bcsi-kcpi local secrct.s, has closed 
its doors for the la.st time. Mary’s 
Coffee Bar. 9535 Canora, served its 
last cup of you guessed it — 
coffee, Friday after 41 years in the 
same location.
A favorite with the locals, Mary’s 
svus a holdover from the 1940s in the 
middle of a 1980 world. And that was 
its attraciioir.
No," the pic and coffee (with real 
whipping cream) for 20 cents wn,s 
long gone, but you still had that same 
old time tiliiiusphcic: thc> old 
fashioned candy corner, photographs 
of Mary's from the 1940s, the long, 
long coffee bar and stords, and of 
course the pleasant service.
If there was ever an epitaph, it 
might read; "It's a warm and happy
Shaw, who has owned Mary’s 
since 1973. was on hand Friday for 
the special '‘closing” party, along 
with two other former owners, Bessie 
Moorhousc and her sister Irene 
Cruickshank. Together, they total 35 
years of ownership, stretching back 
to 1945.
That was the year Irene purchajjcd 
the cafe from Ralph Strange", who 
had in turn owned it through World 
War 11. The cafe wa,s named after the 
original owner’s daughter Maty 
(ireen — and the name never 
changed in Its 41 years.
“liverybody knew Mary's,” 
cx|ilaincd Irene. “1 started u.smgiiittc 
creamers for coffee with real 
whipped cicani, and we were known 
all over tbeeottnrrv for that 
And like Bessie and Enid, Irene 
‘ was always called Mary -- because 







assessment ^ comes from 
someone who slroukl krtow' -- owner 
1-nidShaw,
But Irene's years weren't easy 
“We had the hard times,'’ she 
recalled. “All the men kft after the 
war, but we baked pics and citke, to
bring them all back agnin,"
The war years were the cafe’s 
heyday. They broughj art nir-basci!
aitd hundreds of ittcti lo Put Bay -..
right across the street from Mary’s.
Of course, in tltosc(lays, the main 
highway went right by Mary's front 
door -• that was long before Pat Hay 
lligliway came and pushed Mary’.s 
off the beaten track. (In earlier tintes 
It woculcn sidewalk connected Mary’s 
with downtown Sidney).
ft cue, who had the same staff as 
Ralph Strange, recfllled stories 
employees used to tell of the war 
years when men lined up outside 
tin; cafe, loicing bliiillgc lo lock tlic 
door, letting only so many In at a 
time.
“The nirls hatl thn kitchen inbh* 
full of those small jaiiis for toast in 
tlic luorning,” she added, “This 
place was a gold mine for Ralph 
Strange.”
Irene gave the place up to Bessie In 
1950 and Bessie ranMary’s for 23
Conliniied on I'lige 2 Mary's Coffee liar < i . no longer open.
•'r-y ,
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FAMILY RESTAURANT 
OPEN DAILY 11 A.M. 
lor
. FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OB TAKE OUT 





Haintsiylr Cooking and 
lUikiny at Old 
Fashianvd Prk c.s
Open
_ 7 Days A Week’
I I Licensed 7“ a.m. • 8 p.m. 
V 652-1192
RESTAURANT
Spcciofixing in Chinese 
S Canadian Food
OPEN: MON. THURS. 4‘- - MIDNIGHT 
FRI. Sat. 4 ' • 1" a.m.
SUNDAY 4’'-8‘p.m.
Delivery with minimum order.
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
Geri’s Food Bar
IN ‘THE PUB” 
Hotel Sidney 
Seafood & Burgers 
11 a.m. to Midnight
Tuoi. Thru Sal. 11:30 • 1:30 noon 4:30 • 7:30 p.m. 
CLOSED SUNDAY 
& MONDAY






Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30 
7172 Brentwood Drive
652-2413
l^cep QlnLu' (llliali't |
Open tor Lunch 
unJ Dinner 
Tuesday m Sunday
(Closed for Lunch Tuesday) 
Wednesday Smorgasbord 
Dinner and
The New Sunday Brunch i
|Reservattons 656-3541 ^
Sea Breeze Cafe
9776 - 4th St. . Sidney
Behind the Post Oliice 
— SPECIAHZING IN —
FISH a CHIPS 
Bteakfasl-lunch-dinnef
Open Doily 7:30 AM ■ 7:30 PM 
Closed SundayCompteto Take Out Sorvic« 656 1621
By CAROL BERGER 
[Staff Writer]
As of Jan. 1 Sidney merchants vdll fac.e their . 
first licensing fee increases in a decade, and some 
are not pleased.
Sidney council adopted amendments to ,the 
licensing fee bylaw at Monday’s regular meeting. 
While Aid. Ben Ethier defended council’s 
decision to increase fees, Aid. Eleanor Sowerby 
questioned whether adoption was required at the 
meeting.
Sowerby said since it had been 10 years since 
the last increase “it may come as a surprise.
“I don’t think we should take for granted that 
it’s easy for all businesses to pay for licenses,” she 
said. “It’s too bad but I guess it’s necessary.”
Increases include; bank:? up from'$300 to $500 
a year, architects and dentists up from $75 to $100 
a year and an additional $5 a year per employee 
for auto dealers and service stations. •
No increases were placed on barbershops, 
beauty salons or real estate offices.
One real estate agent however, John Salvador 
of Salvador Realty and Insurance formally lodged 
his opposition with council by letter.
That same letter prompted heated discussion at 
Thursday’s Sidney- North Saanich chamber of
commerce meeting. Newly-elected director 
Margaret Donaldson read Salvador’s letter to 
members and requested investigation into reasons 
for license increases.
While the chamber agreed to “immediately” 
inform council of its disapproval through written 
submission, no letter was received by council.
' “They’re gouging us anyway with the taxes we 
pay for what we get from this town,” said 
chamber member Bob Whyte Thursday.
“They’re adding insult to injury by increasing 
business licenses — incredible, that’s all I can
say.
Using fee schedules from other municipalities 
as a g\iide, council says the increases^ were 
necessary and that many fees had fallen^ 
behind”.
“Council has decided it’s time something was 
done about it to cover costs and try to keep them, 
equal with what other businesses pay in other 
municipalities,” Sidney administrator Geoff 
Logan said Friday.
“There’s no reason why a bank in Central 
Saanich should pay a higher license than a branch 





DEACON AVE.. SIDNEY, B.C.
The Finest in 
Family Dining 
Open 7 a.m.-Midnight 
656-1176
i hotel SidneyFoot of Beacon Ave.OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bar 










At Roosonable Prlcai . 
•Pick Up-Take Out
2470 Beacon Ave. 656-1812
ARDMORE GOLF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Dr. and 
West Saanich Road, Sidney
A cozy, 9-hoIer, ideal for families. Beautiful scenery 
and special twilight rates for 9-hoIe game. Clubs and 
cart rentals — picnic and barbecue facilities — 





BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brentwood Drive, 
Brentwood. 652-2413.





Vest Soonlt^ Rd.. 





V ? INTHE 
Beacon Plaza Mall




SIDNEY TRAVELODGE, 2280 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney. 656-1176.
Fonzies Place every Friday and Saturday night 9 
p.m. to 2 a.m., dance to music of the ’50s featuring 






Jues. to Fri. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m: 
Saturday 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
656-4115
2359 BEACON AVE
THE MARINERS’; MUSEUM — A must to see 
when in Sidney — an Outstanding Maritime and 
Nautical Collection — located next to the Clipper 
Inn, 2554 Bevan. Phone 656-6633.
Hours: Daily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sundays 1 to.4 p.m. 
(Closed Tuesday and Wednesday.
In recognition of 
Sidney auxiliary, police 
contributions, Sidney 
council agreed Monday 
to assist in a Cost-sharing 
dinner and dance for 
volunteer members.
RCMP auxiliaries 
voluntarily worked a 
total 2,787 hours from . 
January to October this 
year in conjunction with 
local officers.
Sidney detachment 
has six auxiliary con­
stables who participate 
in property checks, 
Batmobile duties, court, 
general patrol and- 
officer assistance.
Ten more auxiliary 
police officer recruits are 
currently awaiting- word 
-from C)ttawa; to com- 
■/mence the advanced 
' training program.'
Continued from Page 1 
years. “We'used to work like hell, 
but then everyone did, and if you 
were ever: short of help everyone 
pitched in,” Bessie said.
Both ‘recall the day a pheasant 
crashed through the front window 
around dinner time. “We didn’t have 
pheasant under glass. We had it 
through glass,” laughs Bessie.
“If the walls could talk around 
here they sure could say a few 
things.” .
Enid arid Jack Shaw took'over 
Mary’s in 1973 following Jack’s 
retirement. A neighbor friend had 
some money to invest and Enid 
wanted to work, so they pooled 
resources and bought Mary’s.
“I didn’t know anything about 
it,” says Enid. She soon found out 
she couldn’t commute every day 
from their Royal Oak home, so they
it showed. The cafe’s home-cooked 
meals and the pleasant faces at­
tracted regular customers despite its 
out-of-the-way location.
“It’s a very subtle thing about 
business now,” says Enid. “The 
majority of the pleasure is gone 
because you have to make money. 
This place wasn’t run on that basis.”
Instead, it was run on the notion 
that a pleasant face and- warm 
surroundings made a nice cafe — and 
they were right.
But she also realizes it’s time to 
close Mary’s. “I enjoy it, but if I 
continue it I could very easily become 
a chronic hypochondriac,” she says.
Her customers understand. “They 
know you can’t go on forever . . .It’s 
time the bid girl (the cafe) retired and 
we gave her a rest.” : ..
to the cafe.
Jack and Enid literally " made' 
Mary’s Coffee Bar tlieif home; And
Now all “the old girl’s” friends 
will have to find another coffee bar 
-— but finding another like Mary’s in 
1980wori’t be easv.: ;
Wednesday, December 17,1980 THEREVIEW Page 3
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Wild car spree
^ Continued from Page 1
Meanwhile, car owners whose 
vehicles were damaged in the spree 
“shouldn’t have any problem with 
their insurance. Anton Larson, 
ICBC’s Victoria claims supervisor, 
said Monday the corporation is busy, 
but should still be able to handle the 
large number of claims.
“They might not be able to see us 
tomorrow (Tuesday), but they 
wouldn’t'have to wait more than a 
week,’’ he said.
There had been some speculation 
owners might have to wait until the 
new year to have their vehicles 
repaired because of the large number 
of claims and the upcoming holiday 
season.
Is it too late?
Continued from Page 1 
come even close to a unanimous 
conclusion on the problem.
Said Aid. Earle Tabor, “We can’t 
win for losing. No matter what we do 
we’ll get shot down and hurt 
somebody.
“Hydro has got to come up with 
something more attractive to 
everyone. 1 think if it takes months to 
negotiate we .should do it,” he said.
Former North Saanich alderman 
J_arry Fast told council it should not 
do anything until everything is 
studied in more depth. “It is totally 
unacceptable, these lines are going to 
look bloody awful.
“The principles should be worked
out now to decide where the impact 
would be lessened or else we will 
suffer the ruination of values and 
beauty of the area,” for years to 
come.
“We can gamble on losing 
everything,” by turning down 
Hydro’s proposed route, said 
MacFarlane, and face a whole new 
group of complaining residents, or 
we can “sit down with Hydro and 
fine tune it . . . even this may be 
whi.slling Dixie.”
Council tabled discussions and will 
continue to seek the most politic 
solution at Monday night’s com­
mittee meeting. (More on Hydro, see 
page 8).
SPH gives $5,000
A cheque for $5,000 
was presented to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital 
administrator John 
Benham at the 
December meeting of the 
hospital auxiliary. The 
money will go towards 
the cost of new
The books 
balance
The Town of Sidney 
has closed 1980 with 
balanced books 
following a budget 
amendment at Monday’s 
regular meeting.
The amendment 
reallocates budget funds 
to give , a clearer in­
dication of 1980 
spending.
Total revenue is up 
from the forecast 
, $4,040,700 to $4,235,100 
even though revenue 
sharing was cut $49,000 
by the provincial 
government.
- Town administrator 
Geoff Logan had 
originally allocated 
funds for the provincial 
incentive grants to new 
homebuilders.





the expected funds to 
distribute grants.
The housing boom did 
create additional 
building permit revenue; 
up from the budgeted 
$70,000 to a total 
$100,000.
operating room lights.
In thanking members 
for the donation, 
Benham urged the 
auxiliary to continue to 
“provide comforts that 
the hospital cannot 
deliver under the present 
financial structure.”
He suggested more 
stress be placed on 




The unwillingness of 
cab drivers to take short 
fares from Pat Bay 
Airport will be brought 
to the ministry of 
transport’s attention.
Following several 
complaints of rude 
treatment to local 
residents, Sidney-North 
Saanich chamber of 
commerce agreed at the 
Dec. 11 general meeting 




several incidents where 
cab drivers had told 
passengers Sidney had 
no accommodation and 
encouraged passengers 
to go instead, the much 
longer route to Victoria.
By law no motor 
vehicle carrier may 
refuse a fare and C and 
C Taxi Service, named 
as one of the offenders, 
says it complies.
“The odd time there is 
a driver that will say ‘Go 
to the next car,”’ said 
dispatcher Gary Easter 
Monday. “If you report 
it to the company he’ll 

















SHOE & PURSE SETS
For that Last Minute Gift —
Why Hot a Gift Certificate from
Town Square Shoes 
2475 Beacon 656-7331










* The Lion’s Club 400










NOW BIGGER THAN EVER!
Close to 300 exhibitors will present, for the first time in 
'81 exciting new items and display that mean extra, 
early profit for you
BUY EARLY, SELL EARLY!
You’ll find all the new items and best deals at 
Canada's best Early Bird buying event, the VAN­
COUVER SPRING GIFT SHOW.
SAVE TIME, SAVE MONEY!
Save money on air faros, hotel and meal bills and 
taxis, Find just about all you need, first, in Vancouver,
r•IOURS: Jan, It 3UNDAY 10 AM-8 PM
Jan, 12 MONDAY 10 AM- 9 PM 
J,'in. 13 TUESDAY 10 AM-5 PM
STRICTLY FOR THE TRADE. NO CONSUMERS. 
NO CHILDREN OF ANY AGE WILL BE ADMITTED.
SALE sronmoE sumas
20%-35% OFF IP’S, TAPES, POSTERS
Top Selection of Rock, Male, Female, Children S Xmas
SANYO 2r COLOR TV





1.5 CuT FT. MICROWAVE OVEN









.UU B«acon Ave., Siiiney
STORE OPEN FRIDAY, DEC. 10 TIL 9 PM 
AND SUNDAY, DEC. 2M1 TO 4 PM 
PLEASE NOTE; WE WILL BE CLOSED DEC. 29 to JAN. S r
Driftwood Centre (Comer of Stli & Beacon) J56-7522
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS n - 9
CORNER OF 
WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
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We’re touched by the wonderful — 
and sudden — response to the Sidney 
Review/Sidney Lions Christmas Fund 
for the Needy. This time last week we 
wouldn’t have given a chance for the 
appeal to take off, but peninsula people 
came through. The money is flowing in 
and the food piling up — and that means 
we’ll be able to do something about that 
list of names we’re getting from the 
•ministry of human resources.
It’s difficult for most of us to imagine 
real want — but we must recognize that. 
Tor whatever reasons, it does exist.
Most people who gave did not leave 
their name and address so we are unable 
To publish a list of givers, although we 
’ can say that George and Betty McAdams 
"gave “in memory of Georgie and 
Dave.’’
' Many, many thanks to those who gave 
:or will be giving (our office is open to 9 
• a.m. Dec. 22) and thanks to members of 
Sidney Lions Club who will have all the 
work of sorting out food and delivering 
To people.
» ; An open letter to Sidney council:
T I note with consternation that you have, or are 
'going to, arbitrarily increase all business licenses 
iissued by the Town of Sidney, in order to bring 
The fees in line with other municipalities.
T If this is the best reason you have, then ! would 
^suggest that we do not, in the Town of Sidney, 
M'Ji^eToTkeep up with the “Joneses” of ther 
^municipalities.
*v If ypu can gjve me, and the other business 
;;people within our town, a good reason or reasons 
increase, other than the one stated above,
' I may be pursuaded to go along with it. But for 
. This reason only — no.
T Salvador Realty Ltd.
; - 2481 Beacon Ave.
' ^ ' ■' Sidney
Pastor N.B. Harrison 
656-5012 or 656-7359
St. Stephens Church in Central Saanich.
■Proud of community
An open letter to Mayor Eric Sherwood of 
North Saanich.
It was very kind of you to drop around the next 
morning after our house fire last October . We 
were very pleased to see you and to recive your 
condolences and offer of help. It also gave me an 
imniediate opportunity to express my thanks and 
great appreciation for the splendid work done by v 
both the North Saanich fire department under 
Ron Evans and the Sidney fife department under 
MelBaldwin.
Although it seemed an eternity while watching 
the flames through basement windows, their 
response was, in fact, remarkably fast. Once 
arrived, they showed both skill and purpose in 
going about their hard and dangerous work. At
the same time great care was taken to keep 
damage to a minimum and protect valuable 
furnishings.
Your visit exemplified the fact that the people 
of our municipality care. It makes one proud and 
happy to live in such a community.
Lloyd C. Hanrop, 
1%0 Sandoveir Ores., 
Sidney.-,
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hall would like to express 
their grateful thanks to the waterworks depar­
tment of North Saanich municipality and their 
friends when they were flooded Nov. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hall, 
Marshall Road.




792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay
Sunday. Doc. 2t 
Advont IV
8:30 a.m. Communion 






Nativity of ourlord 
Jesus Christ. Sovlour 
of the world
10 a.m. Fom. Communion




A.L. Isaac 652-2T38 
, A.S. McNeil 
652-2651




No 10.00 a.m. Sorvice 
7:15 p.m. ” Festival 
Service of the 
Nine Lessons and 
Carols











Family Service with 
Holy Communion
Dec.28






TO ALL SERVICES 
Priest in Charge:
The Rev. Horry Howson 
598-3742
* Through executions and purges, Peter the 
TGreat (1672-1725) transformed a medieval, back- 
! .“ward Russia into a semi-Westernized world 
' •power. Accordingly, he has been eulogized or 
l yilified by poets, philosophers, historians, and 
; biographers. To author Robert Massie, he is a 
:-prodigious personality with vices and virtues to 
: 'scale: suspicious, cruel, foul-tcmpcrcd; generous,
‘ intelligent, energetic. But Massie sees Peter above 
.all as a man of destiny, an a.ssessmcnt with which 
‘ Jew will quibble.
T In an engrossingly detailed panorama, Massie 
'contrasts pre-Petrine Russia — static, crude and 
illiterate — with post-Renaissance Western 
r, Europe, erupting with fresh ideas, scientific 
discoveries, and new wealth. These, Peter cn- 
T countered when he journeyed forth to study 
T shipbuilding (and, dissatisfied with pragmatic 
' v’Dutcli methods, moved on to England to learn
On his return, he was determined to shake 
Russia from its lethargy, but he would do it his 
way and, if necessary, by force: his respect for 
Western technology and enterprise did not incline 
him, Massie points out, to einulate Western 
political institutions.
In the first and most visible of Peter’s reforms, 
beards, heavy boots and long robes were, 
proscribed thereby jettisoning, Massie astutely 
notes, “Russian habits whose existence was based 
on common sense.” Altogether, Peter’s 
westernization of Russia, long disputed by 
Itistorians, gets a mixed report here.
On the other question which has divided 
commcntalors — whether Peter was unduly cruel, 
especially towards the rebellious Streltsy —- 
Massie makes a point of the prevalence of torture 
throughout Europe, and leaves it at that. He is
less concerned with passing judgement on Peter, 
in any case, than with portraying the myrid ac­
tivities of his reign — most fatefully, his relentless 
effort to secure access to the sea.
This brought Russia into conflict with Sweden, 
and brought a dramatic clash between Peter, who 
was methodical and unduanted by defeats, and 
the youthful Charles XII of Sweden: impulsive, 
adventurous, a military genius.
Massie’s narrative peaks in his recreation of the 
Battle of Poliave, which broke Sweden and 
established Russian predominance in Northern 
and Eastern Europe.
The influence on Massie of the extraordinary 
force of this ruler’s personality is obvious: his 
account of his epic life is cnthr.Tlling. Peter the 
Great is available through either the Sidney-North 
Saanich or Brentwood branch of the regional 
library.
g back
60 YEARS AGO: From the Dec. 16, 19.30, Issue 
/of The Review.'
i Sidney Trading Co. had Clu istmus specials for 
the local shopper, including bIousc8"witlT the 
new round, circular collar and pleated sleeves" i for $8.50; men’s silk tics from SO-cenls to $3.50;
men's shirts from $1.50 to $7.50; and an nuto- 
i Titrop nlcklc-plntcd razor and case with 12 blades 
for only $5.50.
rOD INLET -- Mr. 11. Pearce, manager of the 
Brenivyood Hotel, lias been in Vancouver for the 
past week. i
What might have been a serious accident oc­
curred Thursday evening when Mr. R.J. Carrier, 
coming down the lilll on his bicycle, collided with 
Mr. C, StoUh. Mr. StoUh was obliged to have 
some stitches in a ctit he received on his forehead. 
50 YEARS AGOi From the Dec, 18,1930, Isiiue 
of The Review.
Joseph R. Wright, 52, of James bland, was 
drowned and his companion, John Wilkinson, 
narrowly escaped the same fate Saturday night 
when their boat turned over about a mile south­
west of Sidney while they were returning to James 
Island from Sidney.
Wlllvlusuu " was' rc:;cucd in ,t completely
exhausted and semi-conscious state by four 
Swedes who had just unloaded dams at the 
Saanldi Canning Co. Ltd.
B. Akenmin scored 13 points for Ganges 
basketball team in a 37-32 loss to West Road C 
team. J. Akerman added eight points while L. 
Mount had six and L. Nichol five.
40 YEARS AGO: From the Dec. 18, 1940, Issue 
of The Review.
Trans-Canada planc.s landed for the first time 
at Pal Day Airport Saturday afternoon. Two 
skyliners from Montreal tested the local field, 
taxiing their passengers to the end of the runway 
with perfect case. The planes were brought to the 
local airport owing to dense fog at the airfield In 
Vancouver.
GALIANO ISLAND -- Leaving her home on 
the evening of Dec. 11, Miss Delia David, 
daughter of Joe David of Hcireat Cove Is still 
missing,
The provinclnl police at Ganges were notified 
Thursday and all local available men formed 
search parties to look for her through Friday,
30 YEARS AGO: From the Dec. 20,19S0, Issue 
of The Review.
f ■ Mrs. Maxirne Amelia Acton, 39, better known 
by her maiden name of Maxime Clanton, was 
found dead In her Fourth street home Saturday 
j’np.mlng, MecUen! niuhrvrifb'! brlif-v/*' cnusrt* nf 
death was a stroke. Mrs. Acton was a member of 
a wcU-known pioneer family of .Salt Spring 
Island,
A local resident, Mrs, Marion Bickford, East 
Saanich Road, was successful this week in 
winning u side of bacon and delicious ham over 
Jack Short’s program on C.IOR.
20 YEARS AGO; from the Dec. 21,1960, Issue of 
The Review.
Employees of Central Saanich will agnin 
receive their seasonal Christmas turkey, council 
decided ai its Tuesday night meeting.
Along with four other delegates from Van­
couver Island, Saanich’s Karen Crank went cast 
to join the national 4-H club for a week.
Brentwood United Church W.A. elected Mrs. 
R. Haugen president and Mrs. a. Vickcr vice- 
president for a year, «
10 YEARS AGO: From the Dec. 16, 1970, Ixsue 
of The Review.
Spring appears to be just around the corner 
with the viburnum fragrans shrub in full bloom 
blossom outside Central Saanich municipal hull.
iiMeanwhihv some 64 per cent of Sidney voters 
approved a new senior citizens activity centre on 
Rc,sthnvcn, while the $40,000 Centennial pool 
referendum was defeated.


























Sun., Doc, 21 
Soonlchton School 
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11:45 p.m. Wolchnlght 
Sorvico
Ri'v. Ivan rulUtr 
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10 a.m.. 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. 
W(xl. Prayer Meeling / p.m. 
FOY L. SPIVEY, Pastor
Independent fundamental
LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Soanich Road 














5:00 p.m. - 12:00 Mid­
night
St. Elisabeth's
7:30 p.m. - 12:00 
Midnight
Pqc.25 10:30 a.m.




5363 Pat Bay Hwy.,
Sunday, Dec. 21 
*9:30 a.m. Family
Church School 
10:30 a.m. Morning 
'Worship 
Family Carol Singing 






























7:30 p.m, Wednesday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME
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Sund.iy S( hniil 11:00 .i nt.
Rev. Mi'lvlo H. A(l.)ni» 
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Sunil,IV Si hool 
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11:15.1,111,
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flrenlwood Hay
10:00 a.m. Sunday 
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kcAlhfi Llem. School 
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I'amilv Service IliOOa.m, 



















7:00 p.m.. Bible Study 










A few observations can be made on the recent 
and still current debate over Sunday and holiday 
shopping. To be sure the issue involves a trade­
off; what we gain (namely consumer convenience) 
to what we loose (higher prices, less opportunity 
for families to be together, giving materialism a 
higher profile, exploiting sectors of the labour 
force - especially working mothers and teenagers, 
and having no set “day of peace” from the rat 
race.
However there are several “red herrings” 
masquerading as legitimate rationale for allowing 
the market place to intrude into more of our lives. 
One concerns “freedom of choice” (for the 
consumer and store owner, not the employee), the 
other has to do with the perception of “too much 
government regulation”.
People can make an individual choice to act 
and work as a community or to operate purely on 
their own. When we vote on a referendum or in a 
^parliamentary .style of election we exercise our 
individual choice but the result is a group or 
community concensus. Consequently if a com­
munity agrees on certain goals (ie; a community 
* plan) — the acceptance of that decision represents 
individual consent operating through the 
democratic process. Furthermore when a com­
munity clearly decides on a goal (such as allowing 
Sunday shopping), they have to stick to their 
decision.
While this is obvious many forget that there is 
no longer any freedom of choice on the matter. 
To insist that one can opt out of the community 
decision to “do their own thing” is to emasculate 
the whole concept of community, of people 
working together for the good of the whole.
One sees the results of this in all too many 
marriage relationships. My point here is to make 
it clear that freedom of choice by itself is not a 
valid reason to select Sunday shopping.
In summary: to rely on the market for all 
decisions indicates one is either naive or is 
‘passing the buck’.
Where does this leave us? If you submit to the 
“choice” rationale on this issue then you 
automatically lose your choice once the 
referendum is decided. Furthermore, where do 
you draw the line? Blockbusting, gambling, and 
even prostitution can be justified if this is your 
criteria.
We must consider wisely whether we should 
pander to people who want to do their own thing 
in the context of democratic community con­
sensus, for we may be destroying just the very 
values we are trying to protect: namely freedom 




J, ■ The constitution .y:
There is no doubt that all Canadians are born 
•weary of the tedious prolixity of many of the 
presentations to the Special Parlimentary 
Committee on the Constitution. It seems also 
that many of us have only a scanty understanding 
of the origins and meanings of the term ‘con­
stitution’, but briefly, in the time of Cicero (106- 
43 B.C.) it was used indifferently for a point of 
rhetoric, the form of the human body, and lastly, 
in a legal sense, any regulation of ordinance.
The Emperor Justinian I (483-565 A.D.) ac­
cepted this last meaning, and together with 
Tribonian and other eminent lawyers of the time, 
podified the laws of the Roman Empire, which at 
the time of his accession, were in a state of great 
confusion, into the “novellae constitutions.”
Since the BNA Act (1867) is believed by many 
in effect to be the present Canadian Constitution 
it is not possible for the Canadian people to 
accept a BNA Act (1867) recently altered by an 
“amending formula” enacted in Westminster by 
the British Parliament, even at the behest of the 
‘present Canadian Parliament, without provincial 
unanimity.
The BNA Act (1867) must therefore be 
‘patriated’ unaltered and unamended, and only 
thereafter may it be changed, amended, 
rescinded, or completely rewritten as desired, 
agreed to, and “legitamized” (Gordon Lcckie) by 
a large majority of all the peoples of Canada.
Who are these peoples of Canada and where 
did they and their forbears come from? Most 
certainly they are the native and northern peoples, 
the first and the original peoples; the peoples who 
came from Europe, the Russias, Iceland, China, 
Japan, Asia, Africa, the Australasias, and the 
other Americas. In truth they come from “all 
, corners of the earth” and it is because of this 
marvellous multiplicity of racial origin that we arc 
so fortunate,
. And becau.sc of,this no race, or culture, or 
language, or religion, should be excluded from or 
be given more or even less “rights" and" 
priviledges than those enjoyed equally by each 
and every one.
This diversity of race and culture, however, 
makes it virtually impossible, at a .stroke,to 
formulate a written constitution so that Its 
• provisions are .universally acceptable. It seems 
sensible nevertheless, immediately to validate and 
, legltnmizc comprehensive legislation dealing with 
the “human rights” of all Canadian men, 
women, children and even the unborn, and to 
precisely those duties, responsibilities, and 
'sovereign aughtoriiies’, such ns foreign policy 
and national dcfcmic, and education and the 
absolute control of all natural resources listed in 
the federal and provincial governments by the 
BNAAct(l«67)
Later, with further study and experience, and 
the incorporation of prei'edcnt'; dcrlvH from all 
levels of the courts, a living, growing constitution 





We are in to the Christmas season again and the 
SPCA would like to remind the public of several 
important aspects of animal care and well being.
One concern is with respect to giving an animal 
as a surprise gift. As badly as the society wants to 
find homes for animals it does not encourage 
them as gifts. In order to be sure an animal is 
going to be loved and taken care of we find it is 
important that the new owner choose the pet 
personally. Too often gift animals are neglected 
or returned to the shelter shortly after they are 
presented. Animal ownership is a big respon­
sibility that must be agreed to before undertaking.
Another concern during the Christmas season 
is the possibility of dogs getting a hold of poultry 
bones. This type of bone tends to splinter and 
crack when chewed by dogs and can be very 
harmful to them. Don’t feed them poultry bones 
from the table and make sure carcasses arc 
disposed of so that dogs cannot get a hold of them 
by chance.
Yet another concern is for birds when the 
ground is frozen and covered with snow. Feeding 
is difficult so occasional scattering of bread 
crumbs or seed will help tide them over to the next 
thaw. Suet or bacon drippings are an excellent 
source of food as well, providing insulation 
without the risk of freezing.
Remembering these concerns can make a very 
Merry Christmas for our animal friends. Yet 
anothr way to help is lo give a gift membership. 
Your membership or donation will help us 
continue our work with animals.
Joseph F. Heald, 
secretary manager, 
B.C. SPCA, Victoria branch
Edgar raises lance
Once again we hear' 
the thunder of hooves as 
the champion of the 
beleaguered taxpayer 
gallops into the fray, 




aim to save some of the 
25 cents it costs weekly 
to have a world of 
knowledge made readily 
available, is playing into 
the hands of the socialist 
horde of Upper Canada; 
their contribution to 
culture being an attempt
to ban the reception of 
radio waves by dish 
antennae.
May I suggest that he 
raise his lance a little, 




The unmistakeable charm 
of particularly good taste 





Please Note we will be closed 
for the holidays Dec. 24th at 1 




We Have: Fresh Cut Flowers 
Potted Plants 
Christmas Centre Pieces 





oCHRISTMAS HOURS:Thars. & Fri. (Dec. 18 & 19 till 9 p.m.Sunday (Dec. 21) 10 a.m. • 4 p.m. 
Mon. & Tues. (Dec. 22 & 23) till 9 p.m. 
Wed. (Dec. 24) till 6 p.m.
2328 BEACON AVE.
(Directly ftcross from Safeway)
UNiTEDRlt^iSrS
FIOWEBS BY Wist WOBID WlOt
656-5S33
■lu * ^ *
Stubborn 
and nutty
I am astonished when 
I realise what a “finiky 
ole” man I am 
becoming, after well 
over 50 years in Canada, 
and I was no child when 
I arrived, in Montreal in 
August 1928, from 
Dublin, Ireland, the 
country of my birth and 
education. After my 
arrival in Montreal I 
attended McGill 
University. I failed to 
get my B.S.A. because l 
was far too busy boxing 
(I was very good, too!) 
and singing on the radio 
and of course chasing 
girls!
Now, I find that what 
- are probably ridiculous 
things, irritate me. For 
example; to read such 
words as labor, harbor, 
etc., spelt without a 
“U” is bad spelling. I 
am all for the USA. I 
have been in 25 of the 
states and have many 
friends both in the west 
and east; we are North 
Americans, but 
Canadian.
Maybe one exception 
is the word “gotten”, 
which 1 use as I hate the 
word “got”. It is an 
ugly sounding word and 
so I avoid using it, or 
avoid the whole word! 
The word “gotten” is 
used in the authorised 
version of the bible, 
which was published in 
1611, so it has been in 
use in England for at 
least that long.
During the World 
War II while I was in the 
Canadian army as an 
officer, on leave in 
London, prior to going 
to North Africa, Italy 
and so on, I noticed very 
frequently that British 
people would say 
something to the ef­
fect, that they “wished 
the Americans spoke a 
totally different 
language instead of 
murdering the Engiish 
language."
1 can't use a 
typewriter and at age 70 
I’m loo stubborn to 
learn now, so I gave this 
to my wife (bless her) to 
type fof me. She knows 
that I am as nutty as a 
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rri THU TIME Cir YEURWMOIMGHTS GE?
um
The 5pm-7pm electrical problem we all overcame 
last winter will be with us until a new^ cable comes from 
the mainland in 1983.
While a rainy May and June put more water in the 
resenmirs, over 4,000 new customers have been added 
to the system since last January.
And the only way wee’ll have enough electricity to 
go around this winter is to avoid using it unnecessary 
around dinner time.
Which means turning down the heating 
while cooking.
Cooking w^hole meals in the oven to save 
using the top elements, and self-cleaning the oven 
some other time.
Avoiding hot w^ater for dishes, laundr>^ show'ers 
and baths until later.
SMtching off unused TVs and lights.
xArranging to use the iron and pow-er tools outside 
the 5pm-7pm period.
It’s up to us.
K w^e ignore the problem, it could give us problems.
But if w'e face it, we’ll hardly notice it at all.
B.C.HYDRO











BOOKS FOR EVERY 
LITERARY TASTE
By CAROL BERGER 
[Staff Writer]
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey in an 
11-7 vote Dec. 10 became the Capital 
Regional District’s fourth chairman 
and first woman to take up the 
gavel.
“1 guess I’ve blazed a couple of 
trails,” Sealey said Monday. In 1979 
she became Sidney’s first woman 
mayor.
Her vote of approval from 
regional directors ends the six-year 
chairmanship of Jim Campbell who 
attributed his loss in part to his 
candid discussions of board con­
flicts.
Sealey says her number one 
priority for the coming year is to deal 
with ‘‘personality clashes” which 
may have hampered the board’s 
effectiveness.
‘‘If there’s some common ground 
people can meet on, maybe they can 
forget some of their parochialism,” 
she says.
W'hile admitting to loyalties 
herself, Sealey says she intends to not 
let those feelings interfere Mth the 
‘‘overv'iew” required for regional 
government.
A local issue taken to the regional 
level could stand a better chance of 
resolution however, and Sealey hopes 
this wll be'the case with the long- 
awaited Sidpey breakwater.
‘‘If we can convince them (federal 
officials) that this is a truly regional 
concern maybe then they \viU have 
more interest in looking at it,” she 
says.
The breakwater application is 
currently with the federal small craft 
and harbor branch. Sealey said 
criticism in the past has been that the 
municipality was ‘‘expecting too 
much money to come to one spot.”
Estimated cost for the breakwater 




almost equal to the entire yearly 
small craft and harbor budget for the 
Pacific region.
Since April, Sealey has chaired the 
regional transit committee and hopes 
to continue improvement of the 
system. Because the region only took 
over transit management this year, 
Sealey faced initial problems of 
expanding service, acquisition of 
funds to cover it and at the same time 
— the bringing together of B.C. 
Hydro and a private operator who 
jointly ran the system.
Sealey also hopes to work toward 
increased sewage treatment in the 
-region. While the Saanich Peninsula 
is ahead of the core municipality, 
Sealey says peninsula municipalities 
must proceed with standard 
upgrading ‘‘and hopefully convince 




























DINING & D.-VNGING 
RARIA’ MENT
Limited reservations S75.00 per couple 
for your tickets, phone 656-4640 
Dance to the music of Joy Roberts 
(at the organ)
FBvC'J'S '— Byl. C'fC
LOBSTER VICTORIA 
(tttfvad in the shell)
Lobster cooked in wine wnh 
shallots S parmesar ‘repse «
TURTLE SOUP
CHAMPAGNE SHERBERT WITH 
FRESH FRUIT SALAD
TOURNEDOS ROSSINI
Aged tencerioin o' boel gr.Mied.to ■ 
perfeclion. pate maison ard red .vi.ne sauce 
...........Nc:$o;ie Potatoes
'White asp-iragus tips, trushrooms 
iresh caftots.




























The second Central Saanich bam fire in four 
days Saiurday has prompted the fire com- 
missioner’s office to undertake an arson in- 
' vestigation. ■ ^ ; i, v
The barn, on Martindale Road, was owned by 
farmer Geoff Vantreight and contained three 
automobiles and some farm machinery.
Acting fire chief Ken Mollet said the fire was 
restricted to one of the automobiles, towed out by 
the Central Saanich fire department. Damage was 
about SI,200.
The first fire, also in a Vantreight bam, was 
reported about 9:20 p.m. Dec. 10 on Wallace 
Drive. Damage was estimated at $175,000 and the 
loss was only partly covered by insurance.
Vantreight indicated after the second fire he 
would press for an arson investigation, and 
Mollet said Tuesday an investigation is under 
way.
“We do have an investigation going and there 
will be a statement issued jointly by the fire 
commissioner’s office, the fire department and 
the police department.”
Mollet said because both barns were owned by 
the same person there was no choice but to hold 
an investigation.
He said the results should be known by the end 
of this week. Fire depanment officials originally 
believed the second fire started from the electriccil 




Baking has been our, business 
since 1903
DELICIOUS BAKED GOODS 
"FRESH DAILY"
2507 Beacon PHONE:6S6-1012
A* U.S. Coast Guard 
experiment to bring a 
supertanker loaded wit^ 
salt water through the 
Strait of Juan de Fuca 
next month has been, 
condemned by North ' 
Saanich council.
Council approved a 
resolution Monday 
opposing the ex­
periment, and will notify 
federal and provincial 
authorities of its 
decision.
“It’s one of the 
immediate big issues for 
southern Vancouver 
Island,” said Aid. Jay 
Rangel Tuesday mor­
ning.
Rangel said the 
ultimate,aim is to justify 
passage of oil tankers 
through the Strait of 
Juan de Fuca, and said 
this experiment would 
“pave the way” for oij 
tankertraffic.
In other council news: 
•Council has included 
funds in its 1981 
provisional budget for 
energy conservation 
measures, Included in 
that is a proposal to 
examine the feasibility 
of solar power for the 
municipal hall and 
Panorama Leisure 
Centre, Mayor Eric 
Sherwood said Rangel Is 
already doing such a 
study.. . '
•Council agreed to 
switch ,« to Central 
Saanich Dispatch Centre, 
for its fire dispatch 
services at a cost of 
$4,8(X) a year plus $10 a 
call, The telephone 
answering service now In 
use costs nearly $1,750 a 
year,
Wayne and Lynn Fletcher 
of C.R, Disposal 




Plaasa not titfl following pick-up date*:
Ficknio lor Chnsirnas day done Wednesday December 24ih. 
PiCk'Up for Boxtpg Day cone Saturday December 27ih,




Satlirtlay. Dec. 27 
7 P.M.
SUrtfng January 2nd. 1981. ALL SERVICE WILL BEGIN at 7:30 i.m.
SWfieY Eli'FfteRtary School
MEMBERS-niEE
N6»Mi«b«n • $2.M CUldni* -
PicasD Note - All chllciren must 
icccrf'pduicd by an tiduii.
IraiMHMIllW
















Single Loin I (’4.38kg)
EPilRDS TOMATO CRANBERRY BROCCOLI
COFFEE JUICE SAUCE SPEARS













Green Giant. Cream Style Party Pride. Assorted Lucerne. Assorted B.C. or California Grown. No. 1 Grade
214 fi. oz. (398niL)
tins
200g Pkg.. . . . . .
Litre
Carton (n.07kg)




California. Medium. No. 1 Grade. (73°l(g)
from your Friendly






We reserve the right to limit Quantities. 
Sales in Retail Quantities Only. CANADA S A F E WAY LI M ITE O
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EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES). COLOURING 
AT THE NEW
Mayor Dave Hill 
named to CRD board
MARINA COURT 





Central Saanich Mayor Dave Hill was 
named council’s representative on the Capital 
Regional District board at Monday night’s 
council meeting.
Aid. George MacFarlane was selected as his 
alternate.
The Swiftswre ehaUeiige
May you have ihc spirit of 
CJiristinas which is Pence, the glnclness 
of Christuins which is Hope, and the 
heart of Chislmns which is Love . . . 
and you'll have even/thing in Life 
which is worth having 
Christmas Greetings 












you a Merry 
Christmas 





“It’s a challenge for all these people — you see, 
they want to go to.sea.’’
He is known as the Voice of Swiftsure and even 
at 73, Hurriphrey Golby’s voice is a very strong 
yet warm one.
“They feel they’ve been to sea,’’ he says. 
“They can climb the mast and look around and 
there’s nothing in sight.’’
Golby has watched the 176-mile Swiftsure race 
grow from a six-vessel fleet in 1930 to a race of 
more than 250, as a competitor, broadcaster and 
race committee worker.
From his insights, Golby has taken his first 
voyage into the publishing world with Swiftsure, 
the first fifty years published by Lightship Press 
Ltd. With co-author Shirley Hewett of Victoria, 
Humphrey has traced the history'of the Pacific 
Northwest’s classic annual offshore race.
Has the race changed from those early 
years? Humphrey shakes his head. “There’s no 
resemblance,’’ he says. “We now have the 
corporate yachtsman — before it was the 
seagoing gentleman.’’




hulls through the postwar Kettenbergs and light 
displacement fibreglass Lapworths of the 60s to 
the flat bottomed surfing “throwaway” wonder 
boats of the 70s — the evolution of yacht design 
as well as complete statistics, race tactics and 
handicapping have been gathered in the Swiftsure 
publication.
The self-made men of bygone races, many 
having built their own vessels, have been replaced 
with commercialism and professionalism he says.
And are they better sailors today?
“They’re a different breed of sailor,” he says. 
“Like the airplane pilot, he never looks out of his 
window — he believes in the machine.
He adds, “You can’t turn back the clock.”
While the Swiftsure, rated as one of the world’s 
most challenging courses, will never return to 
those bygone days, today’s reader can get a 
glimpse of that early spirit through the rare 
photographs and personality sketches Humphrey 
and Hewett have compiled. •
The Voice of Swiftsure now looks to the last 
Saturday of May when he will climb aboard the 
42-foot twin diesel yacht Island Gypsey for« 
another year’s Swiftsure broadcast and as always 
— “It will be bigger and better than ever.”
SIDNEY r 
FASHION FLAIR
2471 Beacon 656-6433 
Watch for our January Sale!
Zoning decision tabled
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
Town of Sidney
BRITISH COLUMBIA
WHEREAS the Sidney and North Saanich unit of the Canadian 
Cancer Society has pioneered a unique money-raising project in 
the sale of holly produced by local growers, and
WHEREAS the word has spread across Canada to the extend 
that, in 1980, advance orders have now reached a total of 
$18,000
WHEREAS We are in support of these objectives
NOW THEREFORE i, Norma Sealey, Mayor of the Town of Sidney
do hereby PROCLAIM December 20th, 1980 as FIRST CANA-
DIAN.CANCER SOCIETY “HOLLY DAY’’ in SIDNEY, B.C.
North
rezoning
Saanich council has tabled a second 
proposal for the controversial 
Brackenhurst Farms/Kingswood property on 
Wain Road until after a meeting with the Saanich 
Peninsula Farmers’ Institute Thursday night.
The second rezoning bid was worked out 
jointly by Brackenhurst Farms owner George 
Aylard and Aid. Alan Corford, and is essentially 
the same as the original.
Like the original, it calls for the rezoning of 165 
acres of the 325-acre Kingswood property into a 
40-lot subdivision of one-acre parcels, a 15-acre 
section, two 25-acre pieces, and a 40-acre parcel.
Arrangement of the parcels and inclusion of a 
30-acre parkland dedication are the major dif­
ferences in the two proposals.
The original proposal had the 40-lot sub­
division stretching along Wain Road with in­
dividual accesses. The Cornford/Aylard plan 
calls for a denser subdivision with a cul de sac and 
limited access from Wain Road.
As well, the second scheme has a 30-acre 
greenbelt buffer surrounding the subdivision, 
with the 15-acre, 25-acre and 40-acre parcels 
surrounding that.
Cornford said the whole rezoning question Ts 
“a controversial one and by no matter easily 
resolved.” He said he has attempted to resolve the 
issue and at the same time preserve large farming 
in North Saanich.
2403 Beacon Ave. 
656-3342
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While B.C. Hydro saysphe proposal is not 
final, officials add, plans arvo^ehind schedule for 
the Pike Lake 230 kv transmission tine.
B . C' Hydro land use and r esource supervisor 
Ross McCarlie told The Review Monday the route 
was chosen mainly because it crosses land bet­
ween urban and agricultural use.
“Rather than march through one or the other, 
the route will run north on Keating Cross Road 
with industrial use on one side and rural- 
residential on the other,” he said.
The route, with minor variations, will cross 
West Saanich Road near Willowdale Farm, head 
north crossing Keating Cross Road and then east 
to the Keating substation site.
A new 80-name petition from residents directly 
affected by the line’s routing opposes B.C. Hydro 
plans and recommends a route north of Keating 
Cross Road.
Reasons stated for opposition are that 22 
properties would be affected, five of these 
bisected by the line, and at least 15 of these having 
no agricultural potential. Also, the line would 
follow a portion of Central Saanich’s highest 
ridge on Verling Avenue creating a skylining 
effect and potential danger to aircraft.
The more northerly route suggested would 
affect only nine properties.
Because of time limitations, McCarlie 
questions whether the petition can be considered.
“People affected north of Keating Cross Road 
haven’t really had a chance for any input.” he 
said, adding, “It’s a completely new route.”
When asked what Hydro’s plans would be if 
Central Saanich council declined the route. 
McCarlie said, ”1 really wouldn’t want to say at 
this point.
“If we could get another quickie tneeting like 
the last one (Dec. 1) within the nc.xi couple of 
weeks, maybe we could look at it again,” he said.
“But our survey people want to start in on it as 
soon as possible when they return from Christ­
mas.’'
B.C. Hydro vice-president Charles Nash said 
Monday “we should have reached a decision by 
this time” and only “minor adjustments” woul^ 
be considered'.'.’"
The proposed route would require relocation of 
John Verhagen’s home and greenhouse buildings 
at Wiilo_:wdale Farm. In the letter to council, B.C. 
Hydfo^said Verhagen was “willing to ac­
commodate this situation.”
Not only Verhagen has reacted strongly to 
Hydro’s reference but also his West Saanich Road 
neighbors.
“1 strongly resent the impression that we have 
made a deal with Hydro, nor have we given 
consent to the proposal as seems to be implied,” 
Verhagen said Monday.
“They’re using me as the wedge to get this 
route through,” he said.
An earlier proposal would have placed the line 
on Verhagen’s road frontage. Rather than see the 
loss of a future development area for his nursery, 
Verhagen had suggested the line follow property 
lines, even if it meant removal of his house.
Neither are Douglas and Olive McHattie 
pleased with the routing. For 47 years the 
McHattie’s have worked their 60-acre site on 
Keating Cross Road. The proposed route woul^ 
bisect 25 acres of the total property and then run 
north along the west and then cast property lines 
further cutting land use. ^
“It's not going to be appreciated one little bit,” 
said Olive McHattie.
Central Saanich residents have also begun 
circulation of a petition calling for guarantees 
from Hydro on compensation to those residents 
displaced by the line including procurement of 
replacement property, construction of similar 
structures and claiming of all costs incurred.
laieiHmtiseswsiai
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Merry Christmas to One and All 
from the Friendly Staff
Broiled to Perfection 
compiimenteo with 
Greek Salad, Baked Potato. 




Keating, North Saanich^ 
and Beaver Lake 
elementary schools arc 
entertaining passengers 
aboard ferries between 
Swartz Bay and 
Tsawwassen as part of 
the annual Christmas 
choir program.
Onboard for 
round trip a day each 
choir presents their 
concert program when 
the ferry leaves the dock.
*60 mCOUPLE (Iwct.Bovorifi)
THE MAYOR, AIDERMEN AND SYAf-^- THE
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A MERRY CHRISTMAS 






















SETH AND BETTY HALTON, Wayne and 
Jean Scott, Bert and Muriel Buller, Dick and 
Mildred Fisher, Orma Goodman, Jack Short, Bill 
and Thelma Andrews, Jim and Anita Cullen. Bill- 
and Ada Fuller, Kitty Genn, Bill and Isobel 
Leggett, Gar and Donna Taylor, John and Ruth 
Oster, Ernie Gordon, Ralph and Jane Schmidt, 
Roy and Eileen Eldridge, Mel Agrey, Babs and 
L6o Jaggard, Abe Libby, Doris Nordlinger, 
Gloria West, Jean Sewell, Ed and Nora Borde, 
Dorothy Kirk, Len and Peggy Parsons, Dr. Alan 
Matthews, John Manning, Peggie Rowand, Jack 
and Ruth Ross, Doug Good, George Darimont, 
Stew Kidd, Olga Kowalyk, Don and Linda 
Weeden, Ken and Marg Sturrock, Helena Bryn- 
Jones, Bill Paul, Jim and Blondie McPherson, 
Reg Reynolds, King Lee, Skip Chapman, Cliff 
and Elly Heglin, Ken and Vi Jones, Bill Higgins, 
Kay Sallaway, Ella MacDonald, Keith Dagg, 
Larry Marshall, Lowell and Ann Hodges, Rhys 
and Loma Davis, Bill and Doreen Houston, 
Gorde Hunter, Paddy and Kathy Lanigan, 
Dorothy Sage, Ray and Mary Dawson, Bob 
Vining, Burpee Anderson, Dave and Clare 
Duncan, Rollie Mercer, Tom Little, Bill and 
Doreen Purdy, Norm Keane, Marg Vickery, 
Archie and Dot McKinnon, Wilf and Lena Cain, 
Jack Martens, Ken King, Tom and Lon Restell, 
Jim Morris, Hugh Renfrew, Squi Wightman, 
Norm Stewardson, Bruce Boreham, John 
Balloch, Geoff and Flora Martin, Joe Bryant, 
Colin and Mary Nichols, Ab Wells, Gerry and 
Lil Walls, Jack Lundquist, Earl Firth, Len 
LeDoux, Vic and May Booth, Len Wright, Len 
Leibel * ♦ ♦
KEN DOBSON, Bruce Thom, Andy 
Pitkethley, Joe and Nora Leibel, George Becker, 
Hubert Foxall, Les Brice, Jack and Margaret 
Todd, John Williams, Ivy Siddons, Avald 
Gatzke, George Folkard, Roy Barnes, Jack Wick, 
Ab Travis, Grania Litwin, Vince Martin, Dick 
Austin, Tony Gutoski, Bert Richman, Laurie 
Perlette, Gordon Brown, Emmett Flynn and 
family, Jim Kirk, Jim Coffey, Al Cooper, Jack 
and Heidi Morgan, Hugh Thorburn, Ivan Wood, 
Ron Norman, Arnie and Vern Ferguson, Bunker 
Hill, Ray Smuland, Norm and Nancy Baker, 
Carol Berger, Irwin Felchner, Kirby Moysey, 
Craig Lawson, Bill Golbourn, Harold Orris, John 
Ldwry, Harry Robertson, Harry Weir j Dick Pick, 
Jack Bell, Hank Graas, Tom Gold, Ron Fabro, 
Jim Keeling, Harvey Day, Tom Cronk, Bud 
, lyhchell. Jack Seedhouse, Roy and Betty l^ewtgn, 
Vic Mdrriss, Pat Fletcher, Jim Eddie, Helen 
Edwards, Joe lannarelli. Bob Hickie, Stan and 
Elsie Humphrey, Laura Foster, Cliff Gawley, 
Jack Goldie, Harvey and Fran Hodge, Wilf and 
Laurence Clarke, Duke Sherritt, Jack McAllister, 
Torrey McCall, Bob Dougans, Ralph Baker, 
Doug Morton,. Ray Bryant, Walt Summerfeldt, 
Ken and Joan Lawson, Al and Thelma Beasley, 
Bert Edmonds, Bill and Mary Walker, Doug and 
Trudy Peden, Ernie Fedorak, Ed Dorohoy, 
Charlie Restell, Viv and Edna Hicks, Bert Ber- 
. toia. Chuck and Wendy Mudrak, Bill Ferguson, 
Jack Plant, Leon Hall, Roya Woolsey, Maynard 
, Lemon, Peggy Swallow, Lil Thirlwcll, Jack 
‘Northup, Bob Reid, John Yarker.
ART VOYER, Frank Siddons, Bob Green, Dr. 
Reg Wridc, Ken-Nordlinger, Stuffy McGinnis, 
Sandy Edwards, Pop Heggie, Bill Heath, Dave 
Anderson, Bill Delahunty, Art Veals, George and 
Alex Slraith, Pete Sallaway, Paul McGarry, Al 
■ Kubicck, Bill Flydc, Tom and Nan Burns, Art 
Ofoodman, Harry Holmes, Wilf Saddler, George 
Tucker, Jim Rowe, Graham McCall, Motley 
McDonald, Gerry Lauder, Max Zabel, Les 
’ Stewart, Muriel Curry, Hugh Bryn-Jones, Art 
Hancock, Ove Witt, Tom Taylor, Cliff Rutledge, 
Ma Sturrock, Jock McColl, Jim Lackie, Bill 
Oliver, Doug Fletcher, Busher Jackson, Rod 
Hendry, Vince Clarkson, Carlos Bellegente, 
Norm Kowalyk, Frank Peturrson, Charlie Lewis, 
■Ian McKcachic, Andy Ovcharik, Bert Smith, 
Tom Watson, Ivan Temple, George Lindsay, Bill 
Ncwcombc, Harry Pcard, Carl Pcder,son, Reg 
Patterson, Slim Hunt, Ollie ,Goldsmith, Ernie 
Field, George Kulai, Ralph Mainwaring, Isobel 
Plume, Harry Spoitiswood, Bob Whyte, Jean 
Perlette, Roger Legcr, Lester Patrick, Fred 
ljutchinson, Ernie Todd, Maurice Wrixon, Bob 
Sproulc, George Bade, Pat Good, Steve 
Hayhurst, Cam McKenzie, Ken McConnell, Bob 
Pcthick, Cliff Whipple, Jack Smith, Charlie 
Thomas, Charlie Pyc, Uiil Hoiman, Rom Knott, 
Ted Barnes, Claude and Jim Creed, Chief 
Thitmderbird, Bill Bridgewood, Charlie Thomas, 
Alan Rogers, Wally Stipe, Graeme Scott, Archie 
Gibbs, Charlie Chi.slett, Stan Britt, Louis 
DeCosta, Eric Bullock, Dick Ellis, Harry 
Stalworthy, Joe Watt, Don Ro.s,s, Dave Nicol, 
Bob Marshall, Fred Matthews, Dexter Lewers, 
Alice Keane, Harry Johnston, Ed Ash, Jack 
Bacon, Ed Ball, Jim Castle, Len Woodhousc, 
Eric Smeaton, Bill Templeton, Ferry Nugent, Ted 
Menzics, Dusty Miller, Cappy Prondfoot, Ray 
Parfitt, Fred Welch, Ernie Stock, Johnny Wren, 
Vaughan Trapp, Gordie Moore, Tommy Forbes, 
Harry Gilbert, Vern Palliscr, Pali Moore, Mark 
Tiueman, Taylor Spitial, Roy Thorsen, Olllc 
Corbett, Austin Curtis. Ted Barnes, Howie 
Damuske, Walter Gravlin, Charlie Faulkner, Reg 
Hayward, Johnny Wren, Charlie Moore, Bill 
Piiur, Hal Malunc, its Fox, Roy Jukich, Scotty 
Harper, Doug Bray, John Blackstock, Cites 
Alexander, John Achtern, Leo Bishop, Walter 
Cross, Doc Dcrby.shirc. Mary Morgan, Harry 
Stewart, Art Porter, Andy Palmer, Bill Anders, 
This list, too, is not complete. But it is far loo 
long.
By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
If coach Peter Mason is to be believed, Stelly’s 
senior girls basketball team will likely be one of 
three Island representatives in the B.C. ‘A’ 
championships in Revelstoke come March.
If not, then the team will be a shoe-in for one of 
those three spots the following year — that’s how 
good his squad is shaping up, says Mason.
“We think we stand a very good chance of 
going to the B.C.’s,” he says flatly. And from the 
club’s early season showing, he isn’t going to get 
much of an argument.
After dropping its season opener to a better AA 
squad from Oak Bay, Stelly’s played a strong 
game against Spectrum — another AA school — 
and came away with a convincing win, ”
Mason is looking to a nucleus of grade 11 
players as the key to the club’s success this year — 
and the reason the team will be even stronger next 
season.
“We’re looking for two good years at least,’’ 
he says, and notes that a strong contingent of
grade 10 players now at the junior level will be 
ready to complement his squad next year.
Last year — as grade 10s — Stelly’s girls 
finished fourth on the Island in the junior league. 
Four of those girls will start this year with the 
senior club: Lorna Mosher, Heather Gill, Saija 
Tissari, and Maria Mitchell.
Add to those Ina Underwood, Caroline 
Anfield, Melinda Scott-Poison, Shelley 
Woolford, Lorraine Clooney and Shaunne 
O’Brien, and the club fields a strong, well- 
balanced team.
The talent is fairly spread around, and that will 
be our strength, says Mason. “We’ve got a lot of 
people who can do the job.’’
The only drawback to the team is its height. No 
one stands taller than five feet, nine inches. But 
Mason says he will have the team using its speed 
and skills instead.
We’ll basically be a fast pressing team com­
posed on offence but pressing on defence, he said.






Association closed the 
1980 season with strong 
play from Cordova Bay 
pre-midget boys and 
midget boys.
Dec. 9 at Mount 
Newton a barnburner 
between pre-midget girls 
Saanichton Red pre­
midget girls and 
Brentwood ended 11-10 
for Saanichton.
In same-day play, pre­
midget girls Saanichton 
White defeated Cordova 
Bay 17-4.
At Cordova Bay Dec. 
10, Craig Campbell led 
Cordova Bay’s pre- 
midget boys to a high- 
scoring win with 16 
points. Final score 
Cordova Bay vs. 
Saanichton was 47-11.
Midget girls Cordova 
Bay took Sidney 30-2
and midget boys 
Cordova Bay vs. 
Saanichton showed fine 
play with end score 50- 
34 for Cordova Bay.
League play will begin 
for the new year Jan. 5 
at.North Saanich when 
Sidney pre-midget boys 
meets Saanichton. Game 
time is 7:30 p.m.
At Mount Newton 
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GAS CAPS SOCKET SET
Keep your gas under lock and 3/8" drive 11 piece socket set
key. Models to fit most cars in chrome vanadium steel
and trucks. complete with own steel box. 
S3811/S3811M.
... '■ ■ • METRIC or SAE.





Trouble lamp with 10 metre 
cord for light where you need 
it. 18/822.
I M'
.A t;-' '' i 1-,v .. i’ . .V' '. f.-i-






Give your car’s intorior a 
rich custom look with this 
trio gauge kit; oil, amp,, 
water. Burlwood grain with 
stitched leather look. 395.
HAWK
TIMING LIGHT
Hawk timing light (oaturqs 
induction pick-up soft- 




t; ‘ f 1, ‘ ' I ‘I
ENERGIZER 
BATTERY BARGAINS
f.nefOir»f AA PenllgW nAilsry. 
I'ackwJ 2 p6( can). i,
E01BP ^ Ilk »
tneigim CCeH u;a Datlery. 
)'acl<«d t fwr card. -h .i-
ronni'.-.: . imt
Enatgl/trr DCeil sira Dattery. 
Packid 7 par card. t-s
Enarfllrat 9 volt ractanguiar Oidiary. 





Jackall Jack lilts, pushes, 
pulls up to 4 tons fvon 




6 & 12 VOLT 
VOLTAGE TESTER
f rom KD Tool, low vollao# Instor, 
JuM ground and pur-h tlrrouglr wire 
lo Inal circuit. Kul ?9,
■
Ml low voliago lo&lor - loaliireii aa 
iihovii hut nKo leoiti r.park plugc 
and npiuk plug wirea. KOtZO.
WESTWARD DRILL 
PRESS VICE
Drill press vice In die cast 
aluminum with steel laws, 
CDV03,
•leb
ECHO SUPER GIFT SECTION
ECHO DRILL PRESS STAND
Fits most 1 /4" and 3/8" drills. T101.
.Vi) If lit INKi; Hi iiVf W'it
Qieli
ECHO 40 PIECE SOCKET
40 piece'socket set,1/4",_3/8" drive,'metric-and SAE; |i||||
sizes. Perfect for all the do-it-yourselfers on your list,
S103... . . . . . ., ,, ,,., ' mh
ROLLER FLOOR JACK
1-1/2 ton hydraulic roller floor jack from Echo. V '' ■ ; ' 
Lightweight and portable for easy storage in car trunk. i s ' '
4 -XXX HSIlIlT100. ... ,
COMBINATION WRENCH SET » ^
Echo 11 piece combination wrench set-chrome alloy ■ Ph [i ^ 'ip
'steol. SAE. 3/8" to,1" by 1/16. ■' ...
S126,.', ,1,. .-v,..,,.,,. - i*"Vr SARh-'-
1/4” DRIVE SOCKET SET
16 Piece 1/4" drive socket sot. SAE sizes. SI 20. •-’'.fei'N F:;)# xH WkS'
-KskiRh
mXXtXX'.
(i.i.tntiur!. l,|i.r fum un-ik-, ,r fii.io.iti -.mu nui nxripi wiioi* -.iio laui'ititiei, aie litniiM 
Vi',H .mil Mallei Ctiiigf II mirti'.lOT'. Mutunf i.tnip wivm (lUd'Pn il'inmr-|,lii(iriiin'.
■'' 'S
'm
Bumper to Bumper Location: 
Andy’s Auto Parts & Accessories 
2412 Bevan Avenue 
Sidney 
Tei: 656-7281 Locally owned & opemt&d
Dy AncJy.and Joyce
-I, S. ,»;i.y-,. y; .''ij-'Ri.x v-,,_ J., ty p ■■ I . 'I. , ^ '-4 *' ‘i- ■■■). . t'




® Septic ® Holding ® Water
500, 600, 750 gal. custom sizes available
{ALPHA
1 nn 10218 Bower Bank Rd.[rlBtHBLASS MFG. CO. Sidney 556-5121
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Paul sinks Parkland
7619 E. SAANICH RD. 
SAANICHTON CENTRE 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER




We Can Still Have Them 
Ready For Christmas
• AUTHORIZED PertecI Pleat 
Drapery Cleaner — guaronleed 
length
and soft decorator roll finishing
Dean Paul’s 20-point performance sparked 
Stelly’s to a 67-43 victory over peninsula rival 
Parkland in senior boys basketball action last 
week.
The win was Stelly’s first this year and gives the 
team some solid footing before it embarks on 
league play Jan. 6.
“We’re starting to play a lot better,’’ said 
Stelly’s coach Bob Lee after the Parkland victory. 
He admitted Parkland has a weak team this year, 
but noted Stelly’s exhibition schedule has been 
very tough.
We weren’t concentrating on winning early, 
Lee said, but on getting our plays dowm. “We’re 
coming along like I planned.”
Grant Fengstad added 18 points in the win.
Stelly’s held a 31-19 lead at the half and were 
never threatened.
Earlier in the week, Stelly’s played an 
exhibition game against Victoria City Police and 
came out on the losing end of a 42-38 score.
The game was ragged at times as the older, 
more experienced police took an early lead. But 
Stelly’s settled down in the middle period and 
remained within striking distance throughout.
Finally, Dunsmuir dumped Stelly’s 69-53 Dec. 
8. Lee said Dunsmuir will be the team to beat in 
league play and boasts one of the top forwards in 
Victoria.
Stelly’s played its last exhibition game Monday 
against the Belmont B side, and opens league play 
Jan. 6 against Dunsmuir. its first home game goes 
Dec. 13 against Revmolds.
OHN MOM. TO SAT. 8 am to 6 pm 1-HOUR 8SRV1CI FROM f am • 3 pm DAILY6S24410
20% OFF TO SENIOR CITIZENS 
ON REGULAR DRY CLEANING
Greg Spicer’s third period goal lifted the 
Peninsula Eagles midget B reps into a 4-4 draw 
with Victoria Racquet Club Sunday afternoon at 
Panorama Leisure Centre.
Rob Montgomery opened the scoring for the 
Eagles, set up by J. Townley. Murray Harper 
added a single marker on an assist by Rick 
Puckett to give the locals two goals by the end of 
the first period.
Chris .\llen was the other Eagles’ marksmen 
with an unassisted goal in the middle frame.
Steve Sheridan, J. Peterson, G. Pepper and D. 
Campbell responded with single goals for the 
Racquet Club.
What started as good game deteriorated in the 
final period into a penalty-filled affair. The game 
eventually ended with a fight when Eagles’ Chris 
Allen went to teammate Tim Shumka’s rescue 
after Shumka was slammed into the goal post, 
injuring his shoulder as he fell heavily to the ice.
Meanwhile, the Eagles dropped a narrow 2-1 
decision Saturday to Lake Cowichan in another 
penalty-marred contest. But Coach Al Timmins 
said his players are beginning to respond as a 
team, and show'ed improvement.
Eagles are finding the going rough so far this 
year, because as a team of mainly 15-year-old 
players, they are facing older and larger 16-year- 
old clubs.
Eagles played without captain Dan Girard, out 
with an injured foot, and lost winger Mike 
Howell midway through the game with a con­
cussion. Timmins named Murray Harper the 
Eagles’ outstanding player of the game.
Eagles’ next encounter is Saturday night when 
thev meet Saanich at Pearkes Arena.
Overall Series and Race Winners -1980
J“C’’Series-Tsunqua 
Sidney CHannel Series - Madeleine 
Sidney Channel I - Sterling Shamrock 
■Canoe Rock - Tsonqua ;
; P’Arcy Shoais - Madeleine ;
V ;Sidney Channel II - Madeleine : 
'Zero-Rock -Vagrant
Russell Island - Watermellon 
Bedwell Harbour - Interlude 
Sidney Island - Romada II 
Salt Spring-Island - Moondance 
International Boundary' - Tsonqua 
“A” Series - Quintango V;:; ; 




“A" and “B’' Series - Quintango
JP''






This Christmas let your 
favourite boater enjoy the 
pleasures of automatic pilot 
sailing with the Autohelm 
1000. Easy to install, sim­
ple to use.
TSEHUM STERNDRIVE
Factory Authorized Service Shop
MERCRUISER and OWIC 
sfr 18-20%
OFF WHEN YOU 
REPOWER YOUR BOAT 
SALE ENDS DEC. 30/80
656-1221
open 7 Days A Weeh.
Mon.-Fri. 9-5 Sat.-Sun. 9-2
'H u n O e R B I R o
■ YIR CHT sni-,es
THE TIDE GUIDE












new and used » sail and power
656-7286 10431 Resthavcn
(corner Harbour Rd & ResthavenI
FUIFORD HARBOUR
Tinie.'i .Shown ore “Standard Times"
Date Time Ft, Time Ft. Time Ft. Time Fl,
Dec. 18 Thu, 0300 8,9 " 0650 7.7 1250 11.3 2020 2.
Dec. l9Frl, mv 9.8 0810 8.5 1335 11.2 2001 1.4
Dec. 20Sat. 0510 10.5 0910 9,0 1410 11.2 2150 ,8
Dec. 21 Sun. 0550 11,1 1020 9.3 1455 11,0 2230 ,5
Dec. 22Mon. 06‘W) 11.4 1125 9.4 1530 10,7 2305 .6
Dec. 23 Tuc. ,0715 11,6 121,5 9.3 1605 10,3 2345 ' ,9
Dec. 24 Wed. 0810 11,7 1320 9.0 1655 9.8
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Wednesday, December 17, 1980
Stelly's Grant Fengstad [12] and Victoria policeman Frank 
Scott go all out for rebound during exhibition game Dec. 10 






How many fishermen do you know who keep a diary? 
if you want to fish seriously and haven't found an infalli­
ble hot spot (has anyone?), then try keeping a diary of 
the good :and bad days. In his excellent book How to 
Catch Salmon, Charlie White details the benetifs ot keep­
ing one,, the most important of which' is knowing when 
and v^here to go to intercept the different runs. And don’t 
forget to record the depth and the lure used. While the 
same lure may or may not work the next year, the depth 
will probably be the same.: - - : ; : '
Cam® Cove Marina Ltd.
GALLEY SLAVES!
GET YOURSELF 
INTO HOT WATER! 
Give your skipper a 









41' Canoe Cov* .Sports 
Sedan. 3208 Cats, 
generator, auto pilot doo- 
ble stateroom forward & ■ ' 
many extras.
iM
Due to activity on resaie boats we are short of listings and have clients in­
terested in purchasing. Listings of all sizes required.
Canoe Cove Yacht Sales
656-5711
2300 Canoo Covo Road 
(Next to the Ferry Terminal) 
Opon seven days 656-3915
® WINTHRiZE your Marine motor novs'
• Dry land sLorapc and haul outs 
® .Authorized repair shop for
Johnson, OM(.!, Volvo, Merciuiser
10134 McDonald Park Rd, 
Sidney'656-7023
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f ROYAL OAK EARNS POINT |
Hdtek battle to draw
Royal Oak Inn was the story again this week in 
Sidney Men’s Recreational hockey as the Saanich 
club picked up another point on a 6-6 tie with 
Travelodge Hotel Dec. 10.
John Redden sparked the Inn attack with a pair 
of goals, while singles went to Terry Bell, Rupe 
Johal, Patrick Sodel and Stu Barber. Barber also 
helped set up three of the markers.
Responding for Travelodge were Brock 
Dennison with two goals, and Ken Obie, Ron 
Russell, Brian Coward and Rob Withrow with 
singletons. Russell also picked up three assists for 
a four-point evening.
Royal Oak actually held the lead much of the 
match, but coldn’t survive a last period surge by 
Travelodge. Royal Oak took a 34 lead into the 
middle stanza and a 5-3 lead into the final frame. 
But Travelodge added three goals in the last 
period to pull even.
* The night before. Hotel Sidney dropped 
another one — this time to Shelboume Texaco by 
a 3-1 margin. John Koot, Bill Hanson and Ken 
Glover shared in the Texaco goal scoring, each 
with singles. Keith Norbury was the only Hotel 
Sidney member to beat the Texaco goaltender. 
Shelboume held period leads of 1-0, 2-0 and 
finally 3-1.
But Texaco didn’t find the going as easy Friday 
against league leading Sidney Freight Flyers. 
Freight demolished Texaco 11-4 to remain un­
beaten this season.
Tom Brooks was a one-man wrecking crew for 
Freight, with a spectacular six-goal evening. 
Brooks also added two assists to increase his point 
total in the race for the league scoring cham­
pionship.
Rob Smith had a five-point game ^r Freight 
with two goals and three assists, while Dave 
Sparling added a goal and three assists. Rounding 
out the scoring were Kerry Lewis and Jim Dowd 
with single goals. Lewis also had a pair of assists, 
while Dowd was credited with one assist.
Ted Pobhran, EdMcNabb, Ken Scott, and Bill 
Roberts replied with single goals for Shelboume. 
McNabb, Scott and Roberts also picked up two 
assists apiece.
Shelboume started out on an even footing, 
holding to-a 2-2 tie after 20 minutes. But Freight 
broke the game open in the second period with 
three goals, before bringing down the house with 
six last period markers.
Finally, Weathergard kept pace with Freight 
with an 8-2 win over Royal Oak Sunday. Dave 
Williams led the scoring parade with a hat trick 
and two assists, while teammate Doug Murray 
added two goals and as many assists.
Stan Alstead, Daryl Reading and Jim McIntyre 
completed the scoring picture with single goals.
, Royal Oak was led by Tom Haiker, and Tony 
Baur with singles. Dan Thomas set up both goals.
Weathergard jumped to a quick 2-0 lead in the 
opening frame and’never looked back. It added 
another goal in the second period and five more in 
the third.
In this week’s action, Sidney Hotel and Sidney 
Freight square off tonight (Wednesday), while 
Friday Freight meets Royal Oak. Sunday is the 
final game before the Christmas break as 
Shelboume Texaco battles with Travelodge 
Hotel.
Games pick up again Jan. 4 with Shelboume 
and Weathergard Shop in action.
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Sidney's pee wee pups league took to the ice Saturday at 
Peninsula Leisure Centre for house team play.
Hariet, Art, Bryan &.
The Staff of
WEEKl,
wish all of our man^ 
friends and customers 
a ^erry Christmas 
and a
Very Happy New Year
OPEN
10-4 Christmas Day 
10-4 Boxing Day 
CLOSED New Years Day
2440 BEACON
It s top spot 
for Coleen,
S
Peter Mason isn’t 
asking for much — just 
a little consistency. And 
not even for himself, but 
his , team — Stelly’s 
senior girls basketball 
team.
Mason is Stelly’s new 
senior girls coach, and 
his response isn’t 
unexpected after a week 
in which his club beat 
one of the top “AA” 
scl^ools in the province 
only to - drop two put of 
three games in Nanaimo 
over the weekend.
^he girls just aren’t 
consistent—• yet. But it 
will come, says Mdson. 
“The key to the season is 
aiming for consistency.”
With that in mind, 
Mason will take his 
squad into three more 
invitational tour­
naments, gearing up for 
the league games and the 
Island finals, and on the 
way achieving that 
consistency.
Meanwhile, last week 
Stelly’s surprised Mount 
Douglas Ramblers 35-33 
in a exhibition game at 
Mount Doug. Mason 
said before the match 
that Mount Doug had 
the potential to blow his 
team off the court, but it 
didn’t shape up; that' 
'way.L
Playing superb 
defence from the 
beginning, Stelly’s 
retained a slim lead 
throughout the contest. 
Heather Gill topped all 
scorers with 15 points 
for Stelly’s, which led 
19-15 at half time. 
T eammate Lorna
Mosher added eight 
points.
An “A” school is one 
with an enrolment of less 
than 200 girls (or boys), 
while a “AA” school is 
one with more than 200 
of either.
Stelly’s went to 
Nanaimo Friday where it 
placed sixth in an eight 
team tournament. The 
girls opened with a 64-34 
loss to defending “AA” 
provincial champion 
Cowichan.
“We stayed with them 
until halfway through 
the second half,” Mason 
said. The score was only 
24-19 at the half, but in 
the last 10 minutes of the 
game* Stelly’s was 
outscored 22-4.
Heather Gill again 
lopped the scoring with
12 points, while Mosher 
chipped in 10 points. 
'Stelly’s was minus two 
guards for the tour­
nament — one in 
Montreal and the other 
writing a music 
examination. ;
Ina Underwood and 
Shelley Woolford 
notched; 16 points 
apiece, and Melinda 
Scott-Poison added 15. 
■'■points.;^.
Sidney’s Miracle 
Lanes closed the first 
half of league season 
play with Colleen" 
Riddell of Legion league 
topping the ladies’ 
league and Golden Ager 
Gus Dumont and Ron 
Doran from the Tuesday 
Commercial taking 
men’s top spots.
■ Riddell holds her 
position with a 359 
single and 795 triple 
while Dumont has a 374 
single and Doran an 825 
triple.
Proprietors Glen and 
Betty Wilson and 
manager Lyall Riddell 
would like to wish all 
bowlers -a very merry 
Christmas and a happy 
New Year with con­
tinued good bowling in
the New Year. Lanes will 
be closed from Dec. 23 
until Jan. 2 except Dec. 
28 when public bowling 
will be held 2 p.m. to 5 
p.m. and 7 p.m. to 10:30 
p.m.
Ladies: P. Henn -
The following Driftwood Plaza Merchants are open 
as shown for your shopping convenience:
J.J. RECORD CENTRE
Friday Dec. 19th till 9 p.m.
Sunday Dec. 21st 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
THE HRPPV COOKER
Friday Dec. 19th till 9 p.m.
Sunday Dec. 21st 11 a.m. - 4
FELICIA'S BOUTIQUE
Friday Dec. 19th till 9 p.m.
Mon. &Tues. Dec. 22 & 23rd
p.m.







Tue. Comm: R. 
Grimmer - 327/783; T. 
Cronk - 302/732; S. 
Sansbury- 266/688.
Legion: B. Nunn - 
353/763; L. Riddell - 
289/748; F. Loveless - 
317/693.
Thur. Comm: R. 
Harsley - 297/748; L. 






9786 - 2nd street 656-7535i
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, CANADA "A"
Ted Robinson & Family wish all vUteir 
CustonKrs & Friends a Merry Christmas and 
a Happy New Year.
For that “Christmas Treat”
TRY OUR OR OUR
DELC^ONICO STEAKS (Rib-eye) TNGUSH STYLE BANGERS
MARINATED IN WINE ' SATS ib.
FREEZER PACKS AVAILABLE






fell short of island 
championships as host 
team Dec. 5 and 6 while 
Victoria’s Lansdowne 
took the title for the 
sixth consecutive year.
♦Throughout the round 
robin Vancouver Island 
juyior secondary girls’ 
volleyball cham­
pionships strong play 
was shown with many 
matches going to three
games and some ending 
in two point margins.
Final point standing 
showed Parkland in fifth 
place with seven points. 
Lansdowne took 13 wins 
out of 14 games 
followed by Arbutus 
(Victoria) with 11, Cedar 
Hill (Victoria) with 10, 
Courtenay’s Lake Trail 
with 8, Parkland with 7, 
Nanaimo’s Wellington 
with 4, Port Alberni’s
A.D.S.S. with 2 and 
Chemainus with one 
win.
Parkland game scores 
were: Parkland vs.
Wellington 15-9, 15-13, 
vs. Lake Trail 16-14, 10- 
15, vs. Cedar Hill 15-17, 
8-15, vs. Arbutus 2-15, 
15-13, vs. Chemainus 
15-5, 15-0, vs. A.D.S.S. 
6-15, 15-1 and v.s.
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BHENTWOOD BAY BOAT RENTALS 
November Special!
Effective; Monday through Friday 
» per hour OFF USUAL RATE
6524014
(Bottom of Verdiin, beside Fen]/Dock)
..The Chiilnsaw Poopio














The Council of the Town of Sidney will 
host an "Open House" on January 1st, 
1981 . from 2 p.m, to 4 p.m. In the Council 
Chambers Town Hall, 2440 Sidney 
Avenuo.
The Piihllc Is cordially Invited to attend 
and moot the Members of Council to Inform 
mally discuss municipal and other topics 
of rnutualintorost.
District of North Saanich
WHEREAS Iho Sldnoy and North Saanich unit of the Canadian 
Cancor Socloty has plonoorod a unique money-ralslnt] project in 
thb sale of holly produced by local growers, and
WHEREAS the word has spread across Canada io tho oxtond 
that, in 1980, advanco orders have now roachod a total of 
$1B,000
BE IT RESOLVED that tho Council of tho District municipality of 
North Saanich doclaro Dacombor 20th as tho FIRST CANADIAN 
CANCER SOCIETY UOLLY DAY.
E. Shorwood 
Mayor
WATCH FOR OUR 10% OFF DAY IN THE NEW YEAR
‘Not*: Open Friday Dec. 19, Mon. Dec. 22 & Tuet. Dec. 23 till 9 p.m.
CiMed Dec. 24 it 4 p.m. to Dec. 2B Inclusive
656-4393 "TS"2485 Beacon Ave. Sidney
KS
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COCA COLA, SPRITE, PEPSI, 7 UP
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Boneless. . . . . . . . . . .
CANADA NO. 1 RIND ON
.lb.
Shank Portion....... .lb.
MAPLE LEAF NO. 1 SLICED
3 Varieties. SOOg.... 
OLYMPIC
Cocktail
SOOg. . . . . . . . . .
OLYMPIC
..ea.


















2132 KEATING X ROAD, CENTRAL. SAANICH
Phone 652-1188
NEW STORE HOURS EFFECTIVE NOV. 10
MON. THRU SAT. 9 -6 
THURS. & FRI. 9 - 8 
GAS BAR OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
‘n i" ■:; "
.'vn 1
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
December 16 - 24
or whilo stocks last
100% Canadian Ownea
“WHERE EVERY-DAY LOW SHELF 
RRiCES MAKE THE DIFFERENCE"
•f t -H
bacteria, if they are present. When the bird Is 
roasted, the cold stuffing takes a long time to heat 
through and may not be heated to a temperature 
CHniSTIVlA.S FOODS high enough to destroy harmful bacteria before the
Food Is an important part of Christmas celebrations turkey is cooked. For the same reason, cook a
and the turkey holds the place of honour at most turkey all at once; never partly one day, finishing 
festive meals. Care should be taken to prevent the next.
food poisoning and there are several things to do to Serve the turkey, dressing and gravy piping hot.
I prevent the growth ol harmful bacteria which Lettovor dressing should bo removed immedlatley
I cause food poisoning. and refrigerated, along with leftover turkey. If tho
I It is best to thaw tho turkey in the refrigerator (It stuffing Is loft In the turkey It cools slowly and
i takes about 10 hours per kilogram). If theJurkoy harmful bacteria will multiply If present
I Is thawed at room temperature the outside of the A general rule to follow'with food at any lime of
f bird warms to room temperature (the temperature year, but particularly during the Christmas season
I al wiiicli bricteiia inuHiply rapidly) bufore (he cen- when there are distractions and time is limited, is
tro ol tho bird has thawed. Those bacteria may not to serve hot foods hot (60®C) and cold foods cold
I bo destroyed during roasting. (4‘‘C). Salads or desserts containing mayonnalso,
I iv'idke ihu sluHiiiy and siull Iho biiU )ust before salad dressings, or milk products should be
I roasting, If Ihe bird is stuffed the night before, tho refrigerated until served, and leftovers should be
hot stuffino cools slowly and this warm moist at- Immediately refrigerated. Those types of foods aro
mosphcrc will support the growth ot harmful susceptible to the growll) of bacieria
U I h < ^ H, ytlJ V . I, 1 , I, . >, M ,, «. I .% I P , -f < J II , I ■ , , . I I U Ml II. I 1 . , . II , . 1 , ■ 1f»* ...... ........ '
. . ...................... '■ . .......... . . .1. "P . I . I . . ’i lil ,1. ^ . I , i i, I ‘ . I ■' I,' , ‘ ' IV J ‘ ‘3 iwi I .1, M I
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY 
in The Bear's Den 656-1176
Memory will keep Colin 
away from Las Vegas
ijy
■A"\
- V s* ' JwPi' 4 ■
' :54. .
By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
“It was the charred bodies which 
were the gruesome thing. It’s hard to 
describe. It’s like some were burnt 
and some really weren’t ... I was 
just sick.’’
That’s how a former North 
Saanich volunteer fireman described 
the aftermath of the devastating 
MGM Grand Hotel-casino fire Nov. 
21 in Las Vegas — a fire he witnessed 
just minutes after is started.
Colin Nelthorpe, a 15-year 
peninsula resident before moving to 
Elkhart, Indiana three years ago, 
told The Review he was in Las Vegas 
on a combined business-pleasure trip 
when the MGM fire broke out, 
killing 85 people and injuring more 
than 500.
He had pulled into Las Vegas two 
days before the fire and parked his 
trailer at the Showboat Casino, 
about a block from the MGM Grand.
When the fire started, Nelthorpe 
looked out of his trailer, saw the 
smoke, and went back in to switch on 
his radio for more information.
The radio helicopter that passed 
over the hotel to make a report at 
first indicated the smoke was coming 
from burning garbage, but then, 
shouted, “Oh hell — the MGM’s on 
/".■fire.”'
Nelthorpe rushed out of his trailer
Colin Nelthorpe 
. . . gave blood
reported.
“They (the firemen) were very 
fast, there’s a fire department right 
close by there,’’ Nelthorpe said.
As a former volunteer fireman 
Nelthorpe gave the Las Vegas crew a 
hand with the water hoses, but they 
were blocked from getting through 
the main entrance.
“We were driven back out of the 
front entrance by the smoke. Then it
“black balls’’ of smoke billowing 
from the doorway, but Nelthorpe 
said people inside the hotel still 
couldn’t get out;
Then hotel guests started to come 
out on the balconies and began tying 
together bedsheets, clothes and 
whatever they could find to climb 
down the side of the hotel to the 
ground.
“It seemed to spread smoke up so
Spectacular 27-storey MGM Grand hotel before devasting fire which killed 85 and injured 
more than 500 people
and over to the MGM in time to help 
the first wave of firemen try to get 
the water hoses in the front door of 
Ihe'hotel. That was about 7:25 a.m,, 
just 10 minutes after the fire was
broke and flames .started to come out 
of the canopy over the main en­
trance. There was no way of getting 
in — no way."
Firemen centred their hoses on the
fast to the top storey. You’d think it 
would have crept up there but it 
didn’t."
He said one of the largest problems 
was the fire department’s ladders
which would only reach nine stories.
The hotel was 26 stories high and had 
more than 5,000 guests.
He said the smoke became so thick 
people on the balconies began to try 
to jump to safety. “We were trying 
to yell to them ‘don’t jump’,’’ 
Nelthorpe said. But one woman 
jumped anyway and was killed, he 
added.
Another man slid down a rope to 
about the 12th floor before falling to 
the ground.
“The soles of his shoes were burnt 
right off. He was in his bare feet. 
They had to put his boots out; they 
were on fire.”
By that time the main firehall 
crews had arrived along with eight 
helicopters from nearby Nellis Air 
Force Base.
Nelthorpe said it appeared there 
was a communication problem 
between the helicopters crews and 
ground control, but the helicopters 
still did “a fantastic job; It seemed 
they knew themselves what to do.”
The helicopters initially attempted 
to land on the hotel roof to rescue 
guests, but decided against it after 
feeling it wouldn’t hold them.
Instead, they lowered baskets and 
tried to swing them to people 
stranded on the balconies, while at 
the same time the propellers helped 
dissipate smoke so people on the 
balconies could breathe. 4
“It was like a movie— something 
you’d only expect to see on Dallas.” 
Nelthorpe said. ; ^
' By this time authorities hajd set up-^
emergency area at the Las Vegas' 
convention centre and requested 
anyone speaking another language to 
go the centre to act as translators for 
the fire victims.
Nelthorpe, who speaks both 
French and English, jumped on one 
of the many school buses taking the 
fuesls from the hotel to the centre.
“Some were nude, and some just 
in shorts,” he recalls. He helped out 
with a Quebec couple from Mon­
treal. \
Nelthorpe stayed at the convention 
centre for two days, helping where he 
could, and donating blood both 
days. “There was a big shortage of 
blood,” he explained.
But the third day he left. “Ifeltso 
bad about the whole thing. I was just 
sick. I couldn’t understand how a 
thing like that could happen."
Would he ever return to Las 
Vegas? “No. That memory would 
still be there,” he says slowly and 
sadly,
Nelthorpe added that tourism 
pluminettcd after the fire and guests 
in rooms above the ninth floor were 
moving out of hotels to rooms on 
lower floors at u tremendous rate. 
“People were scared from then on."
Nelthorpe will be in Sidney and 
North Saanich over Christmas, and 
calls the peninsula his home, despite 
living in the U.S, '
May Utting -happy now hospital has tree
Christmas. It’s the time of year 
people go out of their way for others. 
It’s called Christmas spirit — and 
there’s no lack of it around Central 
Saanich municipal hall.
Thanks to the municipal work 
crew’s holiday spirit, Saanich 
Peninsuia Hospital now boasts a 
Christmas tree reaching 20-fcct into 
the air and sparkling with multi­
colored iights.
And it has made an old man and 
his daughter very happy, for while 
Gary Rogers and his crew at Central 
Saanich provided the manpower and 
tree, hospital volunteer May Utting 
supplied the impetus.
"The tree is in memory of my 
father, .lames Barnett," May cx- 
plaincs, A patient in the hospital’s 
extended care section for 18 months 
before his death at 96 New Year’s 
day, 1980, James Barnett liked the 
staff at Saanich Peninsula .so much,
says May.
He also had a penchant for birds 
and trees, so May went out and 
purchased four budgies — two of 
which are named Jamie and Barney 
after he father.
Shortly after her father’s death she 
tried to acquire a Christmas tree for 
the front of the hospital — also in 
memory of her father.
■ But she ran into one difficulty 
after another, until she finally ap­
proached Rogers while he was in 
hospital earlier this year. He agreed 
to lend a hand.
So, when Central Saanich crews 
began clearing .some land, they took 
extra care with one of the trees, lifted 
it out, roots and all, and transplanted 
it at the hospital.
"They went way out of their line 
of duty," says a very appreciative 
May Utting. But now the hospital 
has a Christmas tree.
lly RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer)
Local lawyers arc trying to stamp out Sidney 
notaries public because thcrcl are too many 
lawyers, not because there arc too many notaries 
says Joint Salvador,
A Sidney notary, Salvador says there are nearly 
500 lawyers entering the B.C, market every year. 
"They have to go someplace, so they’re trying to 
get rid of the Society of Notaries Public."
But that’s not the answer, Salvador say.s. The 
Law Society should be looking at the number of 
I lawyers being trained by iaw schools. "Let
fl lawyers clean up their own act first before they
I Sturt trying to get rid of notaries,"
!! , Salvador made the coinnrem', in rerponre to a
i Nov. 19 Review article in which Sidney lawyer
lit Jim Robertson explained why he and seven other
II peninsula lawyers arc fighting the application of
I Douglas Victor Drew for a vacant notary seal m
i ■ Sidney. ,
Hi Drew applied for Ihe notary seal formerly held
i ' ' "
by Donald Sparling and dormant since 1971. 
Seals arc approved by the B.C, Supreme Court.
But Robertson argued lawyer.s arc ex officio 
notaric.s by virtue of the Barristcr.s and Solicitors 
Act, so with eight lawyers in Brentwood and 
Sidney as well as two notaries, there’s no need for 
another notary,
Robertson won his case before Mr. Justice 
William Esson, but the decision wa.s appealed and 
the case is now before the B.C. Court of Appeal. 
Judgemcitt has been reserved pending submission 
of additional infonnaiion.
But Salvador says Robertson’s claim another 
notary isn't needed just Isn't so. "Why (he hell 
arc they adding so many lawyers to their staff 
who do most of the conveyancing work?"
Notaries also, do basic legal work, such as 
property conveyances, mortages, wills and 
documentations.
bu he »uid .Uiim liiuwc -.. the ulltti aidney
notary — have decided to circulate a petition 
which is part of an overall campaign by notaries
to seek public support for their cause.
The petition — which already has 70 names 
lifter only one week in Salvador’s office — will be 
sent lo Ercmicr Bill Bennett. It says, "We. . . 
heartily support the principles of freedom of 
choice and of free competition in the market-
"We value the notaries public of this province 
and their traditional role of supplying efficient 
para-legal services at low cost to the public."
The petition proposes legislation to entrench 
notaries in B.C,, while Infol^maiion with the 
petition points out there arc only 291 notaries in 
the province, compared with more than 4,000 
lawyers—a ratio of about 15 to 1. '
The notaries add that certain lawyers and local 
bar associations are attempting to block ap­
pointment:! of new notaries — appointmcrilii that 
do not increase the number of notnric.s, but only 
icpl.icc ullici iiutuiiu who have iclitcd ui left 
their practice.
C'uniiniied on Rage 22
John Salvador 
. , , ‘ *too many la wym * *
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They light up a life — new operating room lights for Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital were made possible by $5,000 donation from 
hospital auxiliary. Showing off new lights are [left to right] 
hospital administrator John Penham, head nurse Jillian Taylor, 
and Mellisa Hernbald, president of hospital auxiliary.
Esquimalt-Saanich 
Tory MP >pon Munro 
said Friday Prime 
Minister Trudeau , is 
“beginning to see he’s 
not having all his own 
Jway, unilateralism is not 
being accepted as he 
hoped it would be.”
• Munro said he was 
•encouraged now that 
•“some concessions have 
been made to our 
clamdurings. Trudeau 
^as had to back down 
'considerably and he may 
have to back down even 
further.”
But Munro said there 
was one thing he was
MP Don Munro
worried about. “The 
government says it has 
some amendments but 
won’t announce them 
this month but later.
“Why not now?” 
demanded Munro. 
“This is a condescending 
and cavalier way of 
dealing with the people. 
We should know about 
these amendments now 
so that we could con­
sider them over the 
Christmas recess. ;
“Why play cat and 
• mouse?”
Wishing you a 
holiday rich in 














ASK ABOUT THE‘400 
GOVERNMENT COMPANY 
REBATE!
A DUAL CONVERSION gives you tho 
choice of GAS or PROPANE with the Flick 
of a Switch I Get tho oconomy and capacity 
of Propane or tho convonlonco of Gas 
whonover you need it,
* •
' '.'M' ,1 '"‘'"r ' .'I'U' 'i . V i'sr ni. '-^I' 'ni ' i'" ' > ’ . i'.'’‘-r '>iCTHfTyflif(r*Wfi»ppiw'9!ww'PSWmi¥j^WiW
A, ‘l;0 V; A ; C'AtML JU! • 4'.'S’ 'iiyllr'r.' ''1 (f l■V
©Farm © Commercial © Private 
All work done to CGA and UL specifications. 
SAFE, RELIABLE installations
W/M'cstcoasl YOUn PROPANE VEHICLE
/ / H t. ii g"> 1 CONVERSION CENTRE(( ,,arhuretion Co. Inc. for Vancouver island
6793-B KIrkpRtrIck Road, R.R,3, Victoria, B.C. V0X 3X1
Telephone
652-2814
, I ‘ "u , 1
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Sunday 9:45 a.m. — Teachinj’ 11:00 a.m. Worship 
Family Teaching and Worship 
Panorama Leisure Centre (upstairs lounge)
Wednesday. Thursday 7:.30 — Home Sharing Croups
Pastor Mel Hoskyn 652-9572
FOR EVERYONE!
AT THE
^Tubor Housir #ift ^Ijoppe
2474 8EMC@N AVL 5/MfK - 656-3232
Youngsters from Sidney elementary*s ukulele group under direction of Cindy Simms bring seasonal 
good cheer to seniors at Sidney Personal Care Home during special Christmas concert last week.
rm SHOPPE WITH QUALITY & SELECTION
Ciirtig radar plea
Hugh Curtis, finance 
minister and MLA 
Saanich and the Islands, 
has joined Esquimalt — 
Saanich Tory MP Don 
Munro in urging Ottawa 
to install radar at Pat 
Bay Airport.
In a letter to Donald 
Johnston, treasury 
board president, Curtis
wrote that while, in 
terms of munbers of 
passengers and air 
traffic the airport “must 
be the largest facility 
serving a metropolitan 
area in Canada” the 
airport is not “properly 
equipped with electronic 
equipment”. Such 
equipment, Curtis
noted, is “simply taken 
for granted in many 
parts of the world.”
When the question is 
raised again by the 
“responsible ministry in 
your government” 
Curtis said he hopes 
“prompt approval” will 
be given to the request 
for radar.
PINWHEEL CRYSTAL
Bowls - Vases - Cruets 
Cream & Sugar - Jugs 
Butter & Pickle Dishes 
Decanters - Bells and more
When Brentwood 
TOPS Chapter 980 held 
a Christmas party Dec. 8 
gifts were distributed by 
a rather slim Santa Claus 
who also distinguished 
himself as an excellent 
mouth organ player, 
accompanying members 
when they sang 
Christmas " carols and 
songs.
Best loser for October
was Dorothy
Krzywonos, best loser 
for November was 
Margaret Legare. 
Runner up for both 
months was Sue Barker. 
Numeral guards were 
given to Marg Brown, a 
seven-year KOPS, and 
Dora Verhagen, a two- 
year KOPS. Two apron 
contests were won by 
Lorna Lee and Audrey 
Giroux.
Kay Richards was 
given her grad charm 
and Shirley Ross won 
her goal charm. Twelve- 
week attendance charms 
were won by Ellen 
Cornwell, Lyla Walker, 
.loyce Armour,; Betty 
McKecknie and Martha 
McKecknie and a KOPS 
charm for six weeks 



















“Ask About Our LACE CUT CHYSTAL"
ROYAl'DOULTOH - HO^^EL i ORESOEN FtOyRES
PORTI^ERIOH WARE Toby Jugs
Oranges & Lemons Bosson Heads
Birds Berman Steins
Botanic Garden Russian Ornaments
B.C. JAOE JEWELLERY ^ CARVirSGS 
Pendetfin & Beatrix Potter Figures - Beswick Animals 
ENGLISH EQUE CHINA
Bells - Thimbles - Florals 
Cups & Saucers - Salts & Peppers
“Bone China liugs” ^6.95 (Qtunttty umited)
Real Old Willow - by Booths • Dinnerware 
Pimpernel Placemats & Coasters
©uhor (§ih ^l:|0pp£
MAKES CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EASY
DECEMBER HOURS:
Men. Id Sat.











9 a.m. - 
Closed 
11 a.m.
Q ^ m »
9 a.m. -
9 a.m. ■ 


























wishes to thank the 
following businesses for 
their generous support 
of our Christmas Fair:
Safeway, Sidney 





Fashion Flair, Rust 
Jewellers, SunTime







I GRANT, MARILYN 
» & STAFF
g WISH YOU AND YOURS
Yacht Shop, Cornish’s, 
Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods, Harvey’s 
Bicycles, Sidney Review, 
Peninsula Printers.
Mitchell Anderson, 
Sidney Records, Holly 
Tree, Happy Cooker, 
Sidney Hotel, J.C.’s 
Childrens Clothing, 
Dixon’s Lunch and Sub 
House, J.J. Records, 
The Thought Shop 
(Brentwood), The 





Peninsula Bea gets nostalgic I
.We are also very 
grateful indeed to those, 
both exhibitors and 
patrons, who braved the 
storm to come to our 
fair. We are sure they 
found it worth the effort 
and will be with us next 
year at our second 
annual Christmas Fair 
for which the planning 
has already begun, says 






James to host show
Single parents of all 
ages is the .subject of a 
phone-in television 
program at 8 p.m. 
Thursday on Saanich 
Cablevision channel 10, 
hosted by Derek James.
Guests include Jo 
Billung-Mayer, who 
pioneered pre-natal 
classes for two years and 
is making a film on the 
program with a federal 
grant.
AN OLD FASHIONED 
CHRISTMAS







Can you imagine anyone doing all her 
Christmas shopping and mailing without 
leaving the house? Today it would seem an 
impossibility, especially as one receives those 
extravagantly coloured advertising sections 
each day with our local papers.
1 recall a time, as a youngster, when we lived 
“out in the country’’ and quite a few miles 
from the nearest store. Transportation wasn’t 
as simple or easy as it is today. Thus, our 
family was almost entirely dependent on the 
rural mail service.
A high spot each fall was the arrival of the 
winter catalogues from Eaton’s, and Simp­
son’s, with their many gifts and goodies. Each 
of us would pour over the pages for hours 
and decide how many gifts we could get on our 
small allowances. Of course, mother would 
want lots of vari-coloured wools (for mittens 
and sox), as well as fabrics (for dresses, 
undies, aprons and even pot-holders); stamped 
pillow-cases, towels and tablecloths to em­
broider.
The children would have to take mother into 
their confidence as she made out the orders 
and opened the incoming parcels. Decisions,! 
Decisions!
For several months, sewing, knitting, 
embroidering and crocheting were the 
evenings’ occupation of the feminine members 
of the family, while the boys were mysteriously 
busy with saws, hammers, nails and paint. As 
well, mother would be baking up a storm, for 
there were elderly relatives who counted on 
receiving one of her fruitcakes, puddings or
shortbread.
One of the main points I would like to make 
at this time is that the catalogues, orders, 
parcels and, eventually gifts and cards were all 
handled by our rural mail courier who knew 
everyone personal. He carried a small hand 
scale and when we mailed our parcels to 
relatives friends, the approximate money 
would be placed in the rural mail-box with the 
parcels and the postman would leave a slip 
showing cost of each parcel.
What if the cost was a bit more than 
figured? He’d pick it up next time around! 
Sheets of stamps could also be purchased in 
this fashion: a note for so many 3’s or 2’s or 
I’s — never a thought of 15 cents, 16 cents, or 
17 cents. And who would have envisioned such 
a thing as postal codes!
What excitement each day prior to 
Christmas as we awaited the arrival of the 
mailman with his cheery smile and “Here’s 
your parcel from Montreal’’, Victoria, Halifax 
or wherever. What a popular person he was, 
along those miles with his horse and sleigh (the 
bells on the horse’s harness proclaiming his 
approach)!
Years pass — we progress — and Christmas 
gifts and cards become more commercialized 
and less thoughtful or home-made. Everyone 
is too busy these days for such time-consuming 
tasks, especially our post office but, never 
mind, the Sidney Review is still being delivered 
to many homes and to the readers, friends and 
staff, may I be especially “thrifty” and extend 
to one and all the very best of greetings for this 
festive season, with a healthy and happy 1981.
ANTIQUES, GIFTS & 2ND HAND
2372 Beacon Avenue 656-3621
of PopSraifes’
:v Christmas = 
is the time of Joy 
andy-fLoveC'- f/i Ctime for ' 
families lo he together. This 
is the opportunity, to have that 
portrait of the family you so much 
desire. Dont delay, Call Paul 
Today at 656-4245 Sittings 
Available on Boxing Day 
In your home or at 
the studio.
Siivo this Ad, as 
We aro Not llsiod 
in Now Tolophono Olroclory'
(Ealie (Clutlet
open for Lunch & Dinner 
Tuesday to Sunday 
(Closed for Lunch Tuesday)
656-3 541
wants support 
in Hatch Point battle




Diimg the Festive Seasee...
Fire can be a dangerous enemy and this is a dangerous period 
of the year.
The Christmas Season is a very merry time in almost every 
home, but fire has no respect for happy occasions, it can strike 
with fury when ieast expected. So. please, be especially careful 
during this festive season! Make certain It turns out to be a truly 
happy one for your family and friends. Remember, your best 
Christmas gift Is a FIRE SAFE HOME!





OR $189 1HALF lb. JL 1
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CLOSED 25, 26, ]
27, 28 DEC. 1
Saanich Inlet Preservation Society is requesting 
the support of Saanich Peninsula in its fight 
against Hatch Point industrialization.
“We want the peope sharing the Saanich Inlet 
to know that we are organized and would like 
their input,” said society director Brenda Braafen 
Thursday.
Cobble Hill and Cowichan Estuary residents 
met Dec. 9 t^name executive to the newly|foriiied 
society .They are; chairman Marilyn May, vice- 
chairman Norman Bibby and treasurer Ivan 
Holoway.
At the Dec. 18 Cowichan Valley Regional 
District board meeting, directors will consider 
third reading of a bylaw amending the Cobble 
Hill .settlement plan to allow tank : farm 
development by Chevron Canada.
The Chevron proposal calls for a $10-million 
bulk petroleum storage and distribution plan on a 
50-acre Hatch Point site. Current plans include 
using ony .7 acres for the tank farm while the
amended bylaw would allow industry on up to 
25 acres of the site.
“It’s fairly obvious they don’t have tmy in­
tention to use it for just one industry,” Braaten 
said and added passage of the bylaw would 
“herald industrialization” of the entire area.
The prepared amendment reads in part; 
“Transportation-based industrial zone designated : 
land that, because of its location in relation to the*, 
waterfront and other transportation routes, is: 
suitable for a multi-model transportation 
distribution centre for raw industries finisheef 
products and transportation of people.”
Both Central and North Saanich councils have ' 
officially stated their opposition to the tank farm 
proposal.
North Saanich Aid. Jay Rangel said last week 
he will support the Saanich Inlet Preservation 
Society and is concerned over increased Saanich 
Inlet commercial traffic and potential en­
vironmental damage.
Weiiilii loss lit lulling, Doning .mil liimmino will incioiitiii iho [inco gor pouna
Mon.-Tliun. 8-5 pm; Fri. 8-6 pm; Closed Sat & Sun.
Island View Freezer Ltd.




Moke.,. I (|uu k plume < .ill
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And you'll li.ive. .. .1 roiv 
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Koop your Christmas tree secure, 
Keep tho base in water, and check tho 
level every day, A dry tree Is a double 
hazard.
Don't overload electrical ciiuuils, and 
koop extension cords from undernoalh 
rugs,
Turn oft all Indoor ireo and decorative 
lights bolore leaving tho house or rofiririg 
(or tho night,
Pick up the wrapping on Christmas 
morning attor oponlng tho gilts, NEVER 
burn wrappings, cartons, etc. In the 
liropiace.
, Provide your Christmas visitors with 
plenty ol large ashtrays around the 
house,
(ho Norm Sdcinicli Voluntoor Fire 
Dcpaitment wishes everyone a MERRY 
CHRISTMAS and a FIRE SAFE 1981
R Fuflnn
FlfOCblol
CENTRAL SAANICH RESIDENTS 
SEASON'S GREETINGS 
a BEST WISHES 
from your
COUNCIL a STAFF
Please save all postage 
stamps from ybiy 
Christmas mail says 
Mary Gibbs, who hea^s 
up the Save The 
Children Fund in 
Sidney,
The .stamps can be 
delivered any time in the 
New Year at 2 p.m. 
every second and fourth 
Wednesday in the month 
ni Si, Andrew’s Hall, the 
group’s meeting place. If 
that isn’t convenient, 
drop stamps off to 







Served Christmas Day, Boxing Day & New Years Day 
10:00 a,.m, to 8 p.m.
ViaORIA AIRPORT
laaBWiBltBi
T!io Corporation ol Iho District of Contral Saanich
P.O. Box 26 Saanichlon, B.C. VOS 1M0
Notice to Dog Owners
By-Liiw No. 503
lo^lows^^ Eicenccis arc due and payable on the first day of February and shall bo as
Male ^ r nn
Female (Spayed) J (Jaq
Female (unsp.iyed) $V,on
Provided that tho licence toe Is paid bolore tho tirst day of February 1981 a dis* 
count of two dollars will bo allowed.
Owners ot dogs over the age ot tour months which are not liccnrcri hy the first n( 
l-ubruaiy are in violation ot this By-law and aro liable to a fine of $25,00
Animal Controller
Wednesday, December 17,1980 THEREVIEW Page 17
Central Saanich senior citizens 
meet at 2 p.m. the first Thursday in 
each month in the Lions Hall on East 
Saanich Road. New members 
welcome.
, Central Saanich fire department 
cardio-pulminary resuscitation 
classes are held the first Wednesday 
,jn the month at the firehall. For 
more information call Peter Cellarius 
at 652-1131 or 652-2649.
Central Saanich recreation 
department offers morning, af­
ternoon and evening fitness classes 
for adults, kindergym for one to 
three-year-olds and recreation 
playtime for pre-schoolers. For 
details call Tim Richards at 652-4444.
Saanich Peninsula Toastmasters 
meet each Tuesday at 7:15 p.m. at 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For more 
information call 382-5004. Guests 
welcome.
Sidney Ladies Barbershop Chorus 
meets at 7:45 p.m. Mondays in the 
Masonic Hall, 4th Street, Sidney. 
For more information call 656-5761.
Brentwood Bay Alanon Group 
meets Tuesday evenings, Sidney 
group Wednesday evenings. For 
more information call 382-0744.
La Leche .League of Sidney 
welcomes all women interested in 
breast feeding to its monthly meeting 
held the first Thursday of the month. 
For details call Judy Ptolemy at 479- 
8871.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets second and fourth Thursdays 
at 8 p.m. in Shady Creek United 
Church, East Saanich Road.’
isui:Penins la Singles Club invites all
single, divorced, widowed and 
separated persons to their Sunday 
night coffee and dancing socials at 
New Dimensions Studios, 755 Yates 
Street. For more information call 
382-0333.
Biuewater Cruising Association 
meetings are held the first Wed­
nesday of the month at Panorma 
Leisure Centre. Call 656-2723 for 
more information.
The Peninsuia Christian Women’s 
After Five Club invites members of 
the public to dine at Glen Meadows 
Golf and Country Club, 7 - 9 p.m. 
Jan. 5. Cost is $7.50, reservations 
necessary by Dec. 31. Call Pam 
Cunningham at 652-2302.
Parents Without Partners 
Christmas dance whl be held 9 p.m. 
to 1 a.m. Dec. 20 at Esquimalt 
Recreation Centre, 527 Fraser Street. 
All single club members and guests 
welcome. Tickets at Hillside Mall, 
Harbour Square Mall, Brandywine 
Delicatessen, Hatley Park Shopping 
Centre. Reservations phone 479- 
7195.
Fostering Information Night will 
answer questions On fostering and 
provide information on how to 
become a foster parent. It will be 
held 7:30 p.m. Jan. T at 1627 Fort 
Street, Junction Centre Building. 
For more infomation call human 
resources at 598-5121.
An interdenominational Christmas 
service in Dutch will be held in the 
Christian Reformed Church,' 661 
Agnes Street (Royal Oak) Church 





In his nine years with the Sidney volunteer fire 
department, Frank Sparling, 10112 - 3rd street, 
has responded to more than 1,000 ambulance 
calls — about one call every three days for nine 
years.
And though he hasn’t kept track of the number 
of fires he’s attended, Frank recalls with vivid 
detail the fire in which the lives of two children 
were claimed.
Like his wife Wendy and two sons Scott and 
Kelly, Frank was born and attended school in 
Sidney. An employee of the Sidney public works 
department for the last eight years, Frank enjoys 
camping and hunting and has become an ac­




Thousands of pieces 
of mail intended for 
Sooke, Sidney,
Saanichton and 
Brentwood Bay post 
offices are being ad­
dressed to Victoria and 
because of incorrect 
addressing many letters 
and parcels are being 
returned to senders, a 
post office official said 
Friday.
He urged customers to 
use correct addresses if 




The Sidney class of 
the Vancouver Island 
Scottish Country 
Dancing Society en­
tertained a delighted 
audience Dec. 11 at 
Sidney Personal Care 
Home on 5th Street.
Arranged by Phil (Ozzie)
Osborne, the event was 
part of a musical 
program presented by 
him several times each 
month.
WE WISH EVERYONE 
ALL THE PEACE 




til 8 p.m. 
Sun. 21st 
12 - 5 p.m.
CHmTMMS
BPicm
Hamsters, Gerbils, Budgies, Canaries, Cockatieis, 
Parrots, Pinches, Doves, Quails, Guinea Pigs, Rab­
bits, Tropical Fish.
DOG a CAT SUPPLIES 
•TOYS •ACCESSORIES-CAGES 
LAYAWAY m CmiSTMAS
Hours: Mon. • Thurs. 10 - 6 
Fri. 10 ■ 8 Sal. 10 • 5:30
VISA 656-3314
PleacoR Plaza, 2337 Beacon Avemie, Sidney
.\
hOLIlM^
Wishing all of our 
fine friends and 
customers a bright 
Christmas.
STORE HOURS:—
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00-5:30
Effactivsr 
B€. 27, 18, 
191 20
Home ofSUPEH ggyingal SliKSET"
In Downtown Sidney 
Across from Sidney Hotel


















4 LB. FOR’ 1««




SOOgPKG. . . . . . . . . . . . .
LIVER CHOBSzsob PKG.:...
WFINFRS1 in pkg '.. . HvCInllno 1 ,UI. I Ml .. ......
ASSORTED SAUSAGE STICKS soog.
SLICED
MEAT • CHICKEN, DOLOCNK, HEAD CHEESE. 175gi................




B.C. EXTRA FANCY GIFT PACK
RED AND GOLD DELICIOUS APPLES. 
FANCY GRADE ORANGES 113 SIZE ............
...10 LB. BOX 5®^ 
. . . . . . . 4 LB. FOR F®
SWIFTS CORNED BEEF .. . . .. . . . . . lb
CXSHMERE
TOILET TISSUE BROIL 
PAMPER GAT FOOD ariHs 
SUNMAID RAISINSblo 
PINE TREE WALNUTS
tlEISHMirS CDM oil .





BROKEN SHRIMP 4 oiTiH
OSS
McLaren KENT JAR • 12 OZ.
omus, CIIEMIINS. 0UVE8 Oil MAMSCIIIUO CHEIMES.. . . . . . . . .
EMIV ULIMI




CUT mOM BOnOM, IIOOIIO OR UUMP
PRIME RIB ROASTS . . . . . . .
SHORT RIBS OF BEEF
EVE OF ROUND STEAKS or ROASTS
OUB OWN BRBHD - MBDE Dl BEEI









SWEET MIXED PICKLES iiiAB
CHRISTIE
BACON DIP CRACKERS ISO.
LOCAL DAIRY






lOCAl DAIBV • ISO nl
WHIPPING CREAM
SHBWriAKE
SHORTENING 3EB. . . . . .
MAPLE lEXr
FLAKES OF TURKEY. 01 u.
Tcsii ■ Arru, csAsct m asrEraoii





MIXED VEGETABLES 2 L.
McCAIN-FANCY















5"' & Beacon 9:30 to 5:30 p.m.
656-5822 Tues. thru Sat.




celebration in song and 
music will be held Dec. 
19 in Sansha Hall from 
6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
PLEASE PEMEmBEP 




F0S mu “oaTBf-nwH’ molly
PHONE HARVEY CURRIE 
EVENINGS AFTER 6 Pl^
6S6-2791
Dave Player at the weather office says, ‘*It's just like any 
other day. ”





... and bs remembered 
evesy weekl
The Pleview keeps on giving — for 52 
weeks a year, ^onr gift will be there in the 
mailboi.
SPECIAL HOLim GIFT RATES:








; ^ From: Your name
; i Address - ^ -
1
Postal Code.
City Province. Postal Code.
| | □ Payment enclosed. □ Bill me. 
Exp. Date _________ ^Signature _

























By CAROL BERGER 
[Staff Writer]
For many families the Christmas 
Day gathering will not apply — work 
goes on, festive season or not.
“It’s just another day,” says Dave 
Player from Pat Bay Airport weather 
office.
“People still want to know what 
the weather’s going to be.”
As presentation technician. Player 
will work the 4 p.m. to 12 a.m. shift. 
Christmas dinner will just have to be 
held a bit earlier this year at the 
Player house.
At Sidney RCMP station, officers 
drew straws to decide who would 
take Christmas Day shift, says Sgt. 
Bob Hobson.
Those who work Christmas will get 
New Year’s off. While most people 
associate the holiday season with 
warm family get-togethers, RCMP 
see . another less pleasant side of 
reunions — family drinking
Dave’s on duty 
for Christmas
problems.
“It really rears its ugly head 
around the festive season,” Hobson 
says. RCMP takes a more relaxed 
approach to dealing with these 
problems, usually taking the drinkers 
home and avoiding confrontations.
“What we’re up against is the 
family drinking that gets out of 
control.”
Elective surgery at Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital is expected tc,'
drop by almost 30 per cent as people 
plan a Christmas at home, says 
administrator John Benham.
Staff will be reduced for Christmas 
Day to the size of a normal weekend 
shift and lab, x-ray and 
physiotherapy departments closed.
For those staff members working, 
fewer patients and closure of surgery 
will mean more attention can be 
given patients spending Christmas in 
hospital. V
The hospital expects extra visitors 
that day as family and friends join 
patients for the Christmas meal.
Ted Clarke, Sidney director of 
works and services, hopes no sewer 
and drain line problems will choose 
that day to go public. «
“In years past I’ve spent many a 
Christmas Day working, he says.
Heavy rains and snowfalls causing 
flooding was'common a decade and 
more ago he says but most problems 
have been rectified and flooding is 
not anticipated this year.
Residents who do experience any 
problems or emergencies are 
reminded town staff will be on call at 
all times as on any other holiday for 
their assistance.
And from the Sidney Hotel pub 
comes the report, “Scrooge is giving 
us the day off.” The pub will be 
open for reduced hours of service 
Christmas Eve, New Year’s Eve and 
Day and closed Christmas Day.
Harvey’s holly
across Canada
It started in Kelowna in 1978 at a Canadian 
Cancer Society meeting. Betty Murray of Prince 
George turned to Harvey Currie, representing 
Sidney and North Saanich, and told him, “We 
need a special project— what do you people do in 
thewinter?”
Currie used to own a holly farm. He worked 
out a money raising scheme selling holly and
s to
the pilot project. ; «
In 1979 volunteers shipped out holly in family 
size bags — and made $1,500 for the cancer 
society. And the word spread.
Local firms in Sidney donated plastic ,;bags, 
Sidney Freight and Pacific Westeirn Airlines 
helped with transportation. By the end of 
November, 1980, advance orders had reached a 
total of $18,000 with volunteers lined up to pack 
and ship holiy as far as Ontario.
Members of the local cancer society will be 
selling holly Saturday at the Beacon Plaza. For 
out-of-town orders call Harvey or Kitty Currie at 
656-2701.
John Bums, 12, son of Mr. and Mrs. John D. Burns, 
Landsend Road, a pupil at St. Michael’s University School, 
was selected to read one of lessons in school’s recent Festival 




The Victoria branch 
of B.C. Automobile 
Association predicts 
Insurance Corp. of 
B.C.’s automobile 
insurance rates for 
peninsula seniors will 
jump as much as 80 per 
cent next year.
Last week The Review 
predicted seniors’ ICBC 
rates would increase 
nearly 110, per cent, but 
a BCAA spokesman said 
that figure is too highij^
The spokesman said 
Friday The Review story 
sparked a number of 
calls from concerned 
peninsula seniors, and 
though the rates would 
be increasing more than 
just the 38 per cent 
announced initially by 
ICBC, it’s not likely the 
increase will be more 





FROM DEC. 26th to JAN. mil
EXCELLENT QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
Tho managemnt and stiff would like to wish eveiyone a vety Merry Chrlstmisl
.v'
7181 West Saanich Rd.






corner 3rd and Hevan







Support Your Scouts, 
Guides A Brownies
MAYOR. ALDERMEN A STAFF
or THE
TOWN OF SIDNEY 970S-SthSt si<«, 6S6-5S96
Wednesday, December 17,1980
Smoldering ashes are all that remain of Vantreight Farms 
barn on Wallace Drive following fire Dec. 10. Central 
Saanich firemen responded to call, but barn was nearly




Saanich council has 
added another 20-acres 
of municipal land near 
Cordova Bay to its parks 
reserve. The land, 
adjoining Mount 
Douglas Park, is on the 
northeast slope facing 
Cordova Bay and is a 
popular spot for hikers.
^ It is currently zoned 
.:general residential in the ; 
Blenkensop Valley Local 
Area Plan, but will be 
designated parkland.
Council’s standing 
committee amended the 
plan after hearing from 
more than 20 people 
concerned about the 
proposed zoning.
They urged council to 
preserve the area — 
which they said couldn’t 
be duplicated elsewhere 
in the municipality.
,Anne Moffat, 
spokesman for the 
Cordova Bay Com­
munity Association, 
called the area “no- 
man’s” land — lying 
between Cordova Bay, 
Blenkinsop Valley and 
the park. She said 
residential development 
could affect Cordova 
Bay’s future population 
growth predictions 
because the area is more 
aligned with Cordova 
Bay than the valley 
because of the 
; topography.
Allowing development
would increase traffic on 
Cordova Bay Road and 
Shelboume Street, and 
would mean another 








9812 • Stii St.
(across from Shopwisoi 
9 mil to S pm Daily 
-- Come in t Browse —
Noma 25 Lite
OUTDOOR SET





Plus many more Christmas lights and decorations at low, low prices. 




2046 Kiating X Rd.
Butler Brothers 
Home Centre
TRAFALCAR SQUARE SHOPPING CENTRE BRENTWOOD BAY
vx
SPECIALS.... . ■
BiostaSprouters  ...... . . . . . ... . . . . ................ ..............reg.$14.95*11.95
New Zealand Gouda...'........................ . — ................. . — .... ib. *2.35
Havarti Cheese ... . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . .  —__ _ _ — ... .c .. . ....... . .lb. *2.55
Blanched Almonds... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. — . ... . . . .... .................. . .lb. *3.99
Currants..................... . ........................ . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .ib. *1.89
Whole Wheat Lasagna Noodles.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . . . . . ... . . . ... .lb. *1.39
Soy Macaroni............. . . ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . ............. . .lb. *1»25
Health Valley Whole Wheat Crackers (6 1/2oz.),
Herb .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .—.............. . .  ,*1.29
Yogurt... . . . . . . . . ....... ................... .  —......... . . ....... —...... . . . . .*1.59
Vitamin C
Azra ■ time released .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... ......... . . ...... .15% OFF
1000 mg -100 tabs ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. ............ .  *6.93
500 mg-too tabs .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ . ................ *5.90
Trophic- chewable.................. .15% OFF
300 mg ’ 100's... . . . . . ....... .  Reg. $5.80 *4.95
300 mg - 200's...........Reg. $10.49 *8.84
Kamu Jay ■ chewable Reg. Sale 
150 mg ■ 240 tablets... »7.oo *4.99
500 mg ■ 180 tablets. .*10.00 *8.99 \ F"F^il^E
DRAW
Enter a draw for an Aemo 
^ / Juicer to be givon away on




How to know when
voiir Aotoplon ^
%Screws! ss due
Chock tho decal on your licence plate. Your Autoplan 
insurance is due lor ron0v./nl by the end of the 
month printed on tlio decal, For exampio, If tho docal 
on your licence plate rends "May 81;’ then your 
Autoplan coveraqe should ho renewed by Mriy 31, 
1981. If the decal date is "Deo, 80;' then your 
Autoplan insurance i.s due December 31,1980,
Not overvone's Aulopinn Insurance comes up lor 
renewal at the ond of February, Your renewal date 
comes a year after the purchase of,your Insurance.
Quick Colour Quicto; II your licence plate decal is rod, 
your Autoplan renewal date come.s in 1981. But 
if it’s silver, your insurance is duo lor renewal this year;
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Marina 6n your doonlop. Ono 
bodroom condominium with approx. 








Immaculate family home in 
Saanichton, southern 
exposure on quiet cul-de- 
sac. 4 bedrooms - master 
has ensuite. Stone fireplaces 
in living room and family 
room. 1306 Sq. Ft. up - 500 
down. Large kitchen with 
eating nook. Fully land­













.■ ■^ TODAY’S BEST BUY : :
A fraction under acre; 
located in Brentwood and a 
home you have to view to 
appreciate. 4 Bedrooms, 2‘ 
baths, Rec; room; fireplace 
and many extras, why not 
take a look now! You 
won’t even have to buy fruit 
anymore, it’s all there in the 






■ NEWER THAN NEW ; 
1898 sq. ft. soon to be 
completed. Needs your 
finishing touch - Carpets of 
your choice and colours you 
like. With a 13% mortgage, 
two heatilator fireplaces, 3 
Bedrooms and extras 
galore, this home could be 
just what you’re looking 
for. Give me a call:
LARRY PRUDEN 
656-0365 656-4000
BACK ON THE 
MARKKT
Bevan Ave. Commercial 
lots. A steal ni bargain 
prices. For further details 
give me a cull:
KAREL DUOST 
656-2427 656-4000
I HR. CONDO 
NEXTTO MARINA ' 
Off Resthavea Drive, 
Fridge, stove and drapes 
included. Access to sauna, 
games room, workshop, 
laundry fncilitics. Parking, 
elevators and controlled 





3 BR. Two storey, ap­
pliances and available 
immcclitttcly. Only 
re.striction ■■ no pets. 
$5.50.0t) per month.
JUDI PARFi ri 
6.56-4000 6S6-0I3I
«
Arc you tliinking of selling? 
Give IIS n coil and we will 
provide u compurntivc 



















Superior 3 bedroom home 
built to exacting VLA 
specifications in 1969. 
Located on a quiet treed 
lot, the home is well suited 
for the active family. 
Upstairs are the bedrooms, 
den, living room and large 
kitchen and dining area. 
Downstairs is a Tudor 
family room complete with 
fireplace. The balance of 
the basement is un­
developed. For more in­
formation on this special 
home call now. MLS. Well 
priced at $160,000.







Immaculately kept 8 year 
old three level rancher 2042 
square feet of well planned 
living area. Two full 
bathrooms, two ar- 
chitectured i red brick 
fireplaces. Open beamed 
cedar finished ceilings, 
attached two car garage and 
workshop in back. Minutes 
from modern Panorama 
Rec Centre, “LOADED 
WITH PIZZAZ’’also there 
is even a 40’x20’ in-ground 
swimming pool with Jacuzzi 
filter system, all on a 
beautifully landscaped Yi 
acre lot. Realistically priced 
at $164,900.00. For ap­
pointment to view please 
call.
KEN COCHRANE 
Block Bros. Realty Ltd. 
656-0390 6S6-5S84
FULLY FURNISHED modern house, 1'/, 
boths; 2 bedrooms, hot water heat. 
No children, references required. For
2 months, Jonuo^ 5 - March 5 . 656- 
3229.^2058-51
SIDNEY, JANUARY 1st. Light in­
dustrial or storage, approx. 1200 sq. 
It. with 12 ft. overhead and separate 
entry. $490 monthly plus hydro. 656- 
3110.^ 2041 -2
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX, ho pets.
References required. $500 por 
month. 656-4066. 2032-51 .
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT suite, no
pets. Meat and light Included, $390 
per month. 656-4066 . 2033-51
STORE YOUR MOTOR Homo, Troilor, 
Boat or Cor. Reasonable. Phono 
evenings, 556-78B1. 2055-51
3 BEDROOM SXS Sidney 1baths:
frig, stove, carpeted. Quiet 
residential area, no pets. $550 plus 
utilities. 385-61BS after 6 p.m.2067-51 
REMBRANDT HOTEL - DOWNTOWN 
VANCOUVER. Weekly and monthly 
rotes. Modern Hi-Rise, 200 view 
rooms, Kitchens. Close to everything. 
Phono toll free (800) 663-9533. 1160 
Davie Street, V6E INl. na-51
HAPPY CHRISTMAS 
AND HEALTH 




Odd jobs, light hauiing, manure, rototilling, 
chainsaw work, fencing, cleanups, gutters 
cleaned, gardening, lirewood split & stacked, 
labour jobs, painting & household repairs. No 





9773 - 5th St. 
656-5541
The largest one stop Equipment 
Rental Yard on the Saanich 
Peninsula. Authorized dealer for 
TORO. LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.
We repair all makes.
Reel Mower Specialists.
EMPLOYED MOTHER WITH 2 year old 
son must rent V or 2 bdrm. bouse or 
cottage for Jan. 1. $200 to $300 
month. Will share with other single 
mother. Prefer rurol Central 
Peninsula area. Call Liz 656-4855 













NEED CASH ? Sell your house but 
don't move. We are transferred east 
and wont to buy a small place in or 
oround Sidney. Wo won’t need 
possession for a few years. 656-6782. 
2044-51■ 
PRIVATE BUILDING lot wanted to buy. 





To Buy or Sell
Territories available
Mrs; J. Guenther 
384-7345
3 Room groups, bachelor suites, individual 
pieces, hide-a-beds, rollaways, month to 
month.
833 Yates 383-3655
HIGH QUALITY Catering. Portlos;, 
^ and Receptions. Hors d'oeuvres, 
meat and cheese platters, sorid-- 






Member ■ Victoria M.L.S.
BRENTWOOD 
.lust listed; an immaculate 
three bedroom, 2 
halhfoom, split-level, 
home. Includes many 
extras; has views of Saanich 
Inlet, extra parking, large 
corner lot, A must sec. Well 
priecil at $119,000. Move in 
for your News Year’s 
celebrations,
Hill Rulcllffc 656-4517












need people to work
eAs Homemakers 
•Weekends
•Live-ins or Overnights 
•Salary $4.25 to start 
•Training Available
Apply at 9788 - 2nd Street, 
Sidnoy.
(2052-1)
FEDERATED CO-OP, DOWNIE STREET 
SAW MILLS DIVISION, REVELSTOKE 
B.C, duo to I'ocent oxpanslon wo 
require on experienced BENCHMAN 
end a SAW FITTER, Also required ono 
ELECTRICIAN with electronic and 
sawmill experience. Please forward 
resume of qualifications and ex- 
(jorlonco lo Personnel Supervisor, 
Downlo Street Saw Mills, Box 1300, 
Rovolsloko B.C. VOE 2SO. Phono 112 
837-5175 no-51
LOGGING TRUCKS WANTED for 
Hauls In Iho following areosi 
Kamloops, Blue River, Goal River, 
Clinton. Call Westwood Timber 
Brokers Ltd,, Kamloops B.C. 112 372- 
7055, Williams Lake 112 390-7712. 
Blue River 112 673-8412.   rm-SI
URGENT. Need someone to bo 
ros|x}nslbln for alter school care 
itoitlng January. 3 girls, age 5, B and
9, Probably 3 days a week. 656.1725.
2027-51 ^
BABY’siTt’iR (or 2’7«(ir old Mon, To
f i l, Coll 656 6768 niter 4 p.m, 2030.51
TFlllForTHF. SAMI OLD ROUTINE?
Try the gotrd lllo In the booulHul 
CurlboB, Expending ford dealer 
requires Paris Soles Perions,
, Experience with truck porli preferred 
but not niienllnl. Excellent wages 
ond benolHi. Conluci Terry McPhall, 
Lake City Ford, 715 Oliver SIreel, 
Willlorns loke, B.C, V20 IM9. Phone 
Il2a92;_4455. II no-S.1
Rtci'TtRrD'NU?iE?'riw|LFecrF734 
bed hospital In Ihe scenic Rocky 
Mountains. Residence rie- 
commcxfalion nvalloble, Conlacti 
Direcicir al Nursing, Oronde Cache 
Hosptlal, Grande Cache, Alberla TOE
qvo.__________     na..5l
EXPiTRiiNciD
REQUIRED lor U/mhei t» man, Cul u(), 
(xtlleie ond monulacUirlng plont! 
Able to opernle plonner mill, hond
10. saw aixf silrker. lumber grading
ticket ond mill wotk knrjwledge an 
asset, Supervised shop. Receiving 
ond shipping. To itotl January 1WI, 
state solary rer^ulred and opply In 
wrltlrig In conlldence with resume 
and previous employment, 
ruleiences, Our employees aware ol 
this posit Ion. Reply Box 517, Onowoy, 
Alhetlo.TOE IVO, no.»3
Work Wnnteil
OARDEN SERVICE, r.iunino- Rrii.V. vm
Sijhi/tjlminnn fiStl-IWIO 0787.11
WELSH MARE, excellent temperament, 
well-trained, good jumper, suited lo begin­
ner. 652-1353 evenings. 53
1 BLUE DUTCH, 1 mixed breed rab­
bits, with cage, water bottles and 
dishes.6S2-2319oltar4p.m. 2038-51
2 WHITE SHORT-HAIRED guinoau
pigs, with cage, water bottles, etc. 
652-2319olter4p,m. 2037-51
PUPS FOR SALE 5 weeks old, weaned 
Part terrier and cockopoo, $25 each 
656-7694 alter 6 p,m. 2070-51
BBrths
STANLAKE. Born to Liz and Mike on 
December 9, 1980 at Royal Jubilee 
Hospital, a girl, Louisa Jonol Easton, 
8 lbs, 10 ozs. A sister for Matthew. 
Second grandchild for Irma and Frank 
Dunn, seventh grandchild lor Pot ond 
KonSlanloke. 2045-51
1200 SQ. FT. wood frame building, 1 
storey, suitable for use os community 
holl or club house. Removal data 
January 15, 1981. OHIce hours, 382- 
3232. Evenings, 595-2965. (Victoria) 
2046-51
CHILD'S GUITAR, K-IOO. Never used.
S20. Evenings, 656-4206. 2026-51
HAMMOND CONSOLE organ, twin 
keyboard, like new, $850; camper 
tent-troller, hardtop 15" wheels, 
$1000, 656-6143 otter 6 p.m. 2042-51 
CHRISTMAS trees, bushy. Cronbrook 
grown; 6 looters, $8.50. Pensioner's 
discount, 652-3501.2069-51 
OLDER FRIG, good working order. 
$50,656-5561 or 656-6356 offer 5 p.m. 
2073-51
SMALL UTILITY trailer 656-3684 . 2066- 
5J________________________
CM INFANT cor seat, $25; corduroy 
Snugll, like new, $20; wooden most 
lor Lightning: Austin America 1300 
engine block, offers. 652-9325. 2065- 
51 ____________________ __________
BOY'S 10 SPEED BIKE $50 tricycle. $10. 
656-3590 otter 5:30 p.m. 2072-51 
GIRL'S BLACK LEATHER bomber 
jacket, size 7, with hood $50; double 
stainless steel sink, $a10: Austrian 
hiking boots, size 9 $40; children's 
stereo record player, $40. 652-2181. 
2064-51
SNOW TIRES, 75x15. $100 couch, S60; 
loveseot, $40; toble, $25; hldobod, 
$100; 10-speed bike, $100; pool table 
with cues, $300; canning jars. 652- 
9810.2062-51 
MOVING. SACRIFICE. King size 
fourposter woterbed with matching 
nightstonds; also Yamaha 175cc. l.T. 
motorcycle Both excellent condition. 
652-9998. 2060-51
7 PCE. CIBBARD antique solid walnut 
dining room suite, 4 chairs, large 
bulfel and china cabinet. Toble has 6 
turned legs with castors, $900. 652- 
1270. 2057-51
CMC CAR seat to 45 lbs. $30. 656- 
4411. 2053-51
ROSEWOOD NEST of 4 Tables, inlaid 
with silver, $595. Sidney . Bargain 
House, 2372 Beacon Ave. Sidney 656- 
.3621.2050-51 
FRESH CHRISTMAS TREES, $1.5.0 per 
ft. Sidney Bargain House. 2372 
Beacon Ave. Sidney . 2049-51
GIFTS OF BRASS and Copper, Silk or 
Rosewood jewelbdkes. Soapstone 
carvings, or antiques. Sidney Bargain 
House, Antiques, Giftwore and 
Second Hand. 2372 Beacon Ave. 656- 
3621. Open doily, and Thursday & 
Friday evenings.; 2048-51
SINGLE ROOM, kitchen facilities.
‘ Mole only 656-4027. 2054-51 .
' LOTS OF TOYS, electric train set, cars 
and, tracks; drapes; shopping cart; 
frailer mirror: boy's skates; ladies 
clothing, size medium and many 
more. Phone evenings, 656-7881.
, 2056-51
GIRL'S HIGH RISE bike. 16" frame, 
good condition. $35. 656-1848 . 2036-51 ;■■■ . " '■
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do It 
year around, using an aluminum and 
gloss greenhouse I Write for free 
brochure to; B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders, 7425 Hedley Avenue, 
Burnaby, B.C. V5E 2R1. Moil orders 
now available. nc-51
STORAGE AND SURVIVAL FOODS. 
The Food Bonk. Dehydrotod, 
nitrogon-pocked cons and freeze- 
dried foods packaged for extended 
storage life. Ideal for housolxald 
slorogo and for your boot or camper, 
Ruff Rocommondsd Reserve. Ahho 
Enterprises Ltd,, Box 277. Now 
Denver, B.C. VOG ISO, phono 112 
358-7791 evenings ond wookondi, or 
1760 Klibor Avenue, Victoria, B.C. 
VaP2W7; phono 112 721.0443. no-Sl
CLARK ENTERPRISES
Low prlco factory salvago glass, Cul to 
size. 24 oz. 75c sq, II,; 32 oz. $1.25; 3,'16 
$1.50; V.1'’ plalo, $1.75, Bronze tini, 24 oz. 
.$1,00; 3/16 $2,00, Works nl roar ol Sloggs 
Lumber, 5lti Strool, Sidnoy, Open Mon. • 
Fri, 12;30 - 4 p.m,, Snluitltiy 8 a.m. • 12 
noon, 656-6656. 1(
MLIS8€S:r.WTi;f:
7174A West Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay, B.C.
652-4512
Gel your Big Gilt or Super Stocking Stutters 
lor a Musical Christmas at Lann Copeland 
Music Centre.
INSTRUCTION IN PIANO, organ, guitar 
and accordian. All levels, all ages — class 
and private. Call lor more information. 
Lann Copeland Music Centre, 7174A West 
Saanich Road, Brentwood Bay, 652-4512.
1009-tl
■Caws. Trucks
1979 CMC ^Heovy duty Vi, Sierra 
Classic. Showroom condition, low 
mileage. Many extra's $8,500, firm 
656-0072. 2063-51
1930 DELUXE CAMPER, fully self- 
contoined. Truck also available. 652- 
%60. 1915-53
'ii®s®r€yci©S::
HONDA 185, 1978 model. $1,200. 656- 
3394. 2068-51
I AM A THREE POUND toy poodle, 
chihuahua cross and would very 
much like a boyfriend my weight or 
less, around beginning of January. 
(No chihuahua's please) 656*2491 
evenings.  2075-51
SURPRISE YOUR CHILD. PER­
SONALIZED LETTER from SANTA. 
Colorful "North Pole" envelope. Mail 
$1.00, Santa's Helper. Rudy C: R.R. 
#1, Westsyde Road. Kamloops, B.C. 
V2C1Z3. no-51
S A A NIC H P E NIN SUL A GUIDANCE 
Association. Services for the family, indi­
vidual, marriage and family counselling. 
656-1247. 9813 • 5th St.. Sidney V8L 2X4 
0637-tf
DEEP RELAXATION GUARANTEED or 
full refund. Try our proven method on 
cassette tape. Send only $8.77 to:
, Relaxation Methods, Other 
Dimension Services, Box 2269, 
Solmon Arm, B.C. VOE 2TO. no-51 
MARITAL AIDS FOR ADULTS, Shop in 
privacy at homo. Items discreetly 
wrapped. securely packoged. 
Shipped from Vancouver - no 
customs. Illustrated catalogues of 
lingerie ond marital aids - $4.00 for 
both, over 550 items. Order now for 
Christmas. Direct Action Marketing. 










WANT YOUR BOAT CHECKED? Bilge 
pumped? Batteries topped, etc? Coll 
Trev, 656-7386. 2029-51
CLEARANCE SALE
On last 3 Nordica 
Sailboats. 2 - 16's; 1 - 20. 
Full keel, double enders. 
Diesel power: Danish North 




or Phone DUNCAN B.C. 
■.■'748-3184.-':
(2021-51) 2
FREDENBURGH — Clarence (Fred) of 
Sidney, B.C. Peacefully at Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital on December 10, 
1980 In his 00th year. Survived by his 
wife Georgie: one daughter, Mrs. 
Joyce Lovett (Tsawwasson); one 
brother, Hylliard (Quebec): fpur 
sisters. Mrs. Ada Bruce (Ontario), 
Mrs. Thelma Titio (Howaii), Mrs. 
Phyllis State (Ontario) and Mrs. Laura 
Alger (White Rock). Also mony loving 
relatives and friends. Private 
cremation. Flowers gratefully 
declined. Arrangements through the 




Classes offered by Comosun Collegi 
Sidney Elementary School beginning 
Jan. 5, 1981 Mon., Tues., Wed., Thur. 
evenings. 7 • 9 p.m. For Information 
contact Comosun College.
tTu INTERDENOMINATIONAL
Christmas Service in the Dutch 
language wilt bo held this year on 
December 20th. 7:30 p.m. In tho 
Christian Reformed Church, 661 
Agnes St. (Royal Oak), VIctorifi. 
Church open 7:00 p.m. Everyone 
welcome.
THE SIDNEY LADIES BARBERSHOP 
Chorus are pleased to announce 
Open House Monday, January 5th ot 
7:45 p.m. in the Masonic Hal!, 4th St. 
Sidnoy. Feel welcome to attend. 
Enjoy an evening listening to tho 
chorus sing in 4-port hormony. Come 
along and join in the songs. All voices 
ore occommodated. 53
THE PENINSULA CHRISTIAN Women's 
After Five Club extends an invitation 
to dine ot the Glen Meodows Golf 
ond Country Club. lOSOMcTavIsh Rd. 
Sidney, 7-9 p.m. Monday. January 5. 
Cost is $7.50, reservations necessary 
by December 31. Cal! Pom Cun­
ningham at 652-2302. 53
ATTENTION, PENINSULA COM­
MUNITY ASSOCIATION CHRISTMAS 
FAIR TICKET HOLDERS: The following 
ore the numbers drawn for door 
prizes-at the Fair. The unclaimed 
prizes are at the Peninsula Com­
munity Association office at 9788 
Second Street in Sidney. These prizes 
wilt be held until December 23rd at 
4:30 p.m.. ofter which time they will 
be given to o charitable organization. 
— 0034186, 0034188, 0034191,
0034192. 0034196, 0034219, 0034226, 
0034237, 0034238, 0034241, 0034246, 
0034256, 0034266, 0034270, 0034277, 
0034294. 0034302, 0034309, 0034317, 
0034328 . 0034347 , 0034350, 0034352. 





Christmas Dance. December 20 at 
Esquimalt Recreation Centre, 527 
Fraser St. Dancing 9-1. Tickets, $4 at 
Hillside Mall, Horbour Square Moll, 
Brandywine Deli, Hatley Park 
Shopping Centre. Only tickets which 
hove been reserved for sole at the 
door. Phone 479-7195.
CHRISTMASTIME! An evening for 
children and odults. Share this 
Christmas with us, let the children 
delight you with their version of tho 
Nativity Scene. Warm your hearts to 
the P.A.L.S. pre-school choir. 
Singolong with the Ruppel family, or 
just si! and enjoy. Treats for kids, 
coffee for Mum and Dad. Saoncha 




Macs, Spartans, Golden Delicious 
and good windfalls, 6286 Oldfield 
Road, south off Keating X Rood, 
Open 9 a,m, - 5 p,m, dally, 2061-tli
LECOTEAU FARMS
Mac's, Aparton and Golden, Our 
apples are kept fresh In cold storage. 
Open dolly, 9-5 p,m, 304 Walton 
Place, off Oldfield. 6SS-$S8e. 1 B52-tl
Wainii;®c9
BRING YOUR REPAIRS and rnonriing in 
to Tho Busy Bee in our now expanded 
promises noxt to Ihe Bank ot Nova Scotia. 
Export allorations at reasonable prices. 




Men's, Indies', cliildron's nitornlions, re- 








During the Christmas season the following 
changes in garbage collection will be 
observed:
Thursday, December 25th - pick-up on 
Wednesday, December 24th
Friday, December. 26th - pick-up on 
Saturday . December 27th








POODLE TERRIER CROSS, black male, 
woorlng collar but no fog. Found In 
vicinity ol Beacon Avenue, Sidnoy, 
656-1027, a«k for Joanne, ovoningi 
652-9694 oiler 6 p.m,
LOST 1 PAIR dork grey ploillc framed 
gloHet, Vicinity ol Beocon Plaza, 
656-3089.  2035-51
LOST, $ET OF 3 cnrkeyi on rad pouch, 
vicinity -llh Ave,, Tuniday, December 
9th, 656-2708.  2043-.S1
FOUND MEDIUM SIZED female "d^
with black «hlny coot, while neck and 
red collor 656-4917. 2031-51
WANTED TO rent over Chrlilmo*, 
mallrezi, ond bedding (or 4x2Vi ll, 
crib, 656-6381, 2071-51
ciiAnSPIOPlE. torn oxlro holiday
money, tiring your hondicrallt to Tho 
Bookworm, Btonlwcxad Bay. For »ale 
by conilgnmonl, ^ 51
SAMURAI SWORDS and rololod llomi 
wanted lo buy by colloctot,382-1971. 
I953SI ___ _____
cTR7ENTER”">OOLr‘"w(rnlod. ' Not
uleclrit, old onei prolerrod, 3112- 
I97t. 1951-51
Capital Region Transit System
BUS SERVICE
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY SUSOH
WOOD WINDOWS AND OOORBI ll.C.Ti 
Ipwofji piicrial Huflti sulnciton, Now tilook- 
Ing pinii double [jlezed windowt:. Walkm 
Doori Vfincoiiver (260-1101), 1366 8,W, 
Marino Drive, V6I' bZ9 or Noilti Vancoiivei 
(0(15-07141, 1600 Ontdon Avo. V7P 3Afi.
na-tl
IJMLUI WOOD IIAV f flHHISHL'D UNITS! 
•ulwfiohritiBB, diftiHiii, aibiri T V, ('mn limk- 
01(1. maid nervnvp, Avnilanie wnekiy ot
miinlhly HaiKto,yrt Motol. 6S2'15,51,
15*1 I-ft
ITUOUAGE, GARnAOl! HAULED. UilM- 
menl and titoan-up (Ohn, PImrifl 652-40.’)!),
;i; 0
RAHVMTDNO IN MV liame. full lima 




Pork, Veal and lumh; F'mit/et Cul,




LOO HOMES AND CARINS. Daybreak
ComUrucllcn Lid, For brochure or 
furlhar Infarmollon. contort Oaerqe 
Uonovnn, Unx 7?7, 100 Mile Houio, 
B C, VOK 3I'.0, Phone 39$.3H67 (dnyi
If
RECORD-A-CAll, Talaphona an-
lvj«Ml,,y ('ysl.mit, l(,i Iitos
IJurchom. 10% dincounl until 
Decamhet 3lll, Baa J.J, Ratord 
Centra, 23(13 Deacon Avenue, 656- 
7572 193/, i,
MUSICAL INSTRUCTION 
Plano Lessons Now Available 
at Tho English Music Studio. 




PIANO AND GUITAR laiioin 
nvollohlrt locally at the tnolUh Mu»k 
Sludlo. Folk, rock, tln»»lcol ond |ori, 








Como Son our 
Xmas Spocials
lA-ilAH prNili lAiieni In Oulur. 
niiktltnir, Hill, nrumi iiiA Pline. W hr. 
leiteni, 125 t$i wnnih,
8843 HlA II. Mtilni Coefl 
Slillliy (KS-4173
Metro Transit buses will 
operate throughout the 
Capital Region (all urban 
and suburban routes) dur­
ing the Holiday Season as 
follows:
Thurs.. Christmas Day — Holiday Service 
Fri,. Boxing Day — Holiday Service 
.Sat,. Dec. 27. 1980 - Regular Sat. Survico 
Sun., Dec. 28, 1980 - Regular Sun. Service 
Wed., Doc. 31, 1980 -■« Regular Weekday Sorvice 

















, LONG-TIME ; 
SIDNEY BUILDER >
I Now specializing in) 
[finishing carpentry, cab-| 
I inets and built-ins, rumpus ■ 
■ rooms, repairs, additions — * 
I no job too small. |
i Renovate and Save i 
I FREE ESTIMATES |
656-491S J
Excavatteg Locksmillis 1 Piano TuraSrag W^dllnn
1, Tractor lfil/©rli£, j ......... " “ • Services'
KJAUREEN ROWLETT 
Bookkeeping Services
4903 Bellcrest Place 
Victoria, B.C.
BooUccpiny lo inal balance, pay- 













Renovations - Concrete 












"From Estimate to 
Installation- : 
Three Weeks!"

























Rewiring, electric heating re­
pairs, appliance connections,





Ooi'i'iiiim-rit n.’rlljli'd ici/int 
clnii ii'IlM .'iF) j/enr.s (wpcrlrna'






InJibirial • Ri'siiloniial 
L'Tm\nii.'tci.il NVirmg 






















McDonald Pork Rd. 
Sidney
656-0711 on Wednesdovs Leave your child at P.o.I.s. 
while you shop!
$1.50 on hour
9830 - Sth St. 
(across Irom Shop Wise) 
Other Weekdays, 
Pal* Pre-School
"P/oy ond team Safety"
Beacon 
^eady-Nfix Ltd.
2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.




HL'suKMitiiil. ('(MniiuuTial atul 
Coir ttourst* ('tnistruciioti.
Wvsi Suank'h R<l. 
Rrentuoml llav
A & B BOAT TOPS
Complwe Boat Upholstery 
C.mvas Bot Fops 
Camper Cushions 
Repairs
10223 McDonald Park Rd. 
Sidney 656-6213




DIESEL /VXn <L\S 
C'oniplde lit.slalLuioBis




BACK FILLING - LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES




Fence Posts, Digging, 50 












industrial - Logging - Marine 
Parts & Service 
Also Dealers for ' 
©Fresh Water Cooling Kits 
(gas & diesel)
•Bennett Trim Planes 
•Red Dot Cabin Heaters 
•Paloma Instant 
Water Heaters 
•Barr Marine Manifolds 
•Teleflex Steering Systems 
•Aqualarm Alarm Systems 








Trucking, Excavating and 
Backhoe work.
556 Downey Road 
R.R. 1, Sidney, B.C.
656-3159
ENGINE REPAIRS








































AJAX home and 
OFFICE CEEANEIIS















"You don't have 
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.Mtfn's • Ladies • tlhildren i.
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2060 VVetIrr Ave.




Service Residential - 
Commercial
or small
toe will do them all."




Furnaces, fireplaces, duct 
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Some 100 members and guests of the Old 
Age Pensioners’ Organization, Sidney branch 25, 
sat down Dec. 11 to an appetizing dinner at 
tastefully decorated tables loaded with Christmas 
goodies and beautiful centrepieces.
Mistress of ceremonies Edith Smith welcomed 
everyone and called on Rev. Ray Horsefield to 
say Grace. Head table guests included Stephanie 
Chance, Mary Lehan and Kay Cooper, directors 
of Silver Threads Service; table officers of branch 
25, Art Evans, president; Ray Horsefield, second 
vice-president; Gladys McDicken, secretary, 
Doris Bosher, treasurer; and special guests Mayor 
Norma Sealey and husband Mike. The mayor 
gave a short talk.
Special thanks go to the caterer and his staff 
and to all members who turned out early to set 
tables; to Sidney Drugs for its generous donation 
of chocolates; Sidney Bakery for the fruit cake; 
Ted Holloway for his lovely holly centrepieces, to 
donors of special candy and to members who used 
their cars to transport elderly persons.
There was special mention and applause for 
those aged 80 and over and Mrs. Smith expressed 
regret that one of the branch’s oldest members, 
.lack Yoemans 97, was unable to attend because 
of illness. She called on everyone to remember 
those who were ill, shut-in or who could not 
attend.
Draws for boxed chocolates were won by 
Esther Berry, Peter Middlemiss, Howard Cun­
ning, Ed Hamilton, Glenna Astin, Thelma 
Holder, Minnie Munroe and Mary Lehan. Tins 
of candy donated were won by Inez Coopsie, Alex 
Clark, Dorothy Pearson, Ruth Snow, Clara 
McAmmond, Marg Bosher, Bill Young and Sadie 
Holloway.
Guests were entertained by Mrs. Wendy 
Braithwaite who presented her singing group 
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COMPLETIH BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING & WELDING
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 




Marine, Auto & Safety Giass 










than d car pool.
David Loxam was 
elected president of the 
Gld Age Pensioners’ 
Grganization, Sidney 
branch, at a Dec. 4 
meeting. Mrs. Edith 
Smith is first vice-
president, Arthur Evans, 
second vice-president; 
directors are Bert
Bosher, Alec Clarke, 
Mrs. Crowe, Mrs. D. 
Loxam and Mr. 
Trimble, f Mrs. Doris
Bosher is treasurers 
Mrs. Srhith: was
presented with an Award 
of Merit certificate by 
jacks Roberts, 
representing the GAPG 
' provincial board. 
Counsellor to the elderly 
for many yearsY Mrs.
Smith has constantly 
made herself available 
with advice and been 
always ready to visit 
shut-ins.
Members’ applause 
greeted the award and it 
was decided the cer­
tificate would , be 
mounted and framed for 
Mrs. Smith.
Thanks were extended 
to pianist Ken Durrad, v 
: Esquimalt, who gives up;;; 
half a day’s wo^r^ 
drive to Sidney ta play;, 
the national and royal :-, 
anthems arid birthday , 
■. songs.xv
The next meeting will - 
be held Jan. 8 — a week ■ 





• 22 yi.'/irs pluinhing 
experience in B.C.
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Island there is a 












|•(l^ all VMiir runlini! lu'cils, 
Slmki's, SilintileK, Tut 














Put a song fn your heart 
This Christmas with 









Accept that there Is only one race, the 
human race?
Do you believe one of the greatest 
challenges facing society is Iho elimina­
tion ol all lorms o( prejudice?
Do you boliovo the. world needs to bo ro- 
ordorod so that tho liuman tnmily can live 
In peace and harmony?
Do you boliovo there Is only one God, or 
Universal Creator? 'J
Do you believe that the world's religions 
teach: the same fundamental truths?
Do you boliovo that religion and science 
^aro essentially in harmony?
If yes, do you bellovo both sclenco and 
religion aro necessary tor a haalthy world 
sopinty?
Have you come lo fool that mankind can­
not solve Its, increasing dilllcullios 
without assistance Irom God?
II you loll such guldancb was available, 
would yriii he willing io follow it?
If you answered yes 3 or more times, the
BAHA’I FAITH
may be what you’re looking for!
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Schools' have received their' fair share of 
criticism over the last few years, but at least 
one group with a special interest in education 
feels they aren’t doing that bad a job — the 
students.
A recent survey of Stelly’s secondary school 
students reveals 80 per cent are satisfied with 
school activities currently offered.
The survey, conducted as part of an ac­
creditation process for external evaluators, 
shov/s 418 of 524 students surveyed were 
pleased with the activities program.
Overall, girls indicated they were more 
satisfied with the activities than boys — 83 per 
cent to 76.5 per cent. Grade 12 girls topped the 
total with 90 per cent finding the activities 
satisfactory, while only 70 per cent of grade 11 
girls were satisfied — the lowest percentage in 
all four grades.
Elsewhere, the survey indicated 65 per cent 
of the students were involved in one or more 
sports activity, while 75 per cent were involved 
in one or more non-sporting activity.
All 710 students were polled and 563
Notary petition
Continued from Page 13
“If these trends continue, the less expensive 
para-legal services provided by notaries tp
consumers and small business will disappear 
says the information.
Salvador agrees, and says Drew should “be 
entitled to come in here the same as any other 
business . . . . If I don’t survive, then I don’t 
survive.’’
He also said Robertson’s allegation that 
lawyers charge the same as notaries for things like 
conveyances, mortages, etc. is “nonsense.” But 
he adds that money isnH the “crux of the whole 
thing at all... hot a bit.”
The problem is too many lawyers. But 
Salvador feels notaries have a brighter future 
following a recent B.C. Supreme Court decision 
to allow a Vernon woman to take up a notary 
seal. The appointment had been contested by 44 
Vernon lawyers.
As for Drew, Salvador says he would welcome 
him as, a partner, — that shows much another 
notary is needed in Sidney.
students responded — about 80 per cent.
The survey indicated a large proportion of 
students are involved in both sports and other 
activities, although more are involved in the 
latter.
In the sports category, grade 10 girls seemed 
the least involved — only 46 per cent, while 98 
per cent of grade 12 boys reported they played 
one or more sports.
Those figures seemed to hold throughout 
the survey as grade 10 girls were found to be 
the least involved group and grade 12s of both 
sexes were the most involved.
Of those students indicating they weren’t 
involved in any activity at any time, 62 per cent 
were girls. Most reported they were simply 
uninterested.
Meanwhile, activities students would like to 
see in school included ski trips — more than 
double the other nearest activity — swimming, 
football, and a drum club.
Students also suggested they would like to 
see more and better equipment, improved 




are getting a preview of 
the improved bus service 
scheduled for January. 
Extra bus runs daily to 
the peninsula started 
Monday.
The service includes 
four additional daily 
round trips between 
Sidney, Saanichton and 
Victoria, and four trips 
between Brentwood, 
Cordova Bay and 
Victoria.
The schedule is 
oriented to early af­
ternoon and evening for 
the benefit of shoppers. 
Timetables for the 
special two-week service 



















"Stay with US —
30 Beautifully Appointed Tudor Rooms"
2476 Ml. Newton X Road 652-1 146
On Patricia Baw HlohtMaw. 5 Milos fram Forrw
SUNDAY
BUFFET
11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 












10 - 5:30 p.m. 
Fridasfs 
10 • 9 p.m. 
Saturday 
10 - 6 p.m. 
Sunday 
11- 5 p.m.
mmisE TMTNMBER mi msm
IN YOm UFE WITH ,
MmTFmM...
JUiMIlAi So LTD,
fVIEM’S & LADIES WEAR ViSA
TRAFALGAR SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER 
BRENTWOOD BAY






Les, Rob and Ross 
would like to wish 


















Model XL2 14” Bar 









All other models with similar reductions 
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Seaboard Plaza Keating X Road
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the lofitl cleiiiiinil service CLEANS
_ , where you 
to remove 
dirt, stains, and oils 
ordinary cleaning methods 
can't touch!
OVER 10 YRS. PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
• Patented controlled heat 
cleaning system,
• Dry donning ol draperies and 
upholslery, in your home,
• Protects your carpel, drapery 
nnd upholstery Investment.
• Convenient, quick-drying, stays 
cleaner longer.
FREE ON-LOCATION ESTIMATE-RESIDENTIAL. COMMERCIAL
■w as. Victoria Steamatic 652-3470
,d
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